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Japanese ninja warrior

Makata Naagamu (⻑野 誠, Naagamu Makouta, Born March 30, 1972, Mayayazaka) (sometimes known as the world's strongest fisherman) is a commercial fisherman, [reference required] captain, and musician. He said his vessel f/V is the captain of the Konpara Marou 50 (第 50 ⾦⽐羅丸),
and was the first captain of the F/V Konpara Maru 28 (第 28 ⾦⽐羅丸). He is regularly seen on japanese television show Sasuky (Nanja Yudka) where he was one of the all-stars of Sasuky, a group of competitors who were thought to capture the greatest potential in completing obstacle
courses. He can also be seen on The Final Known For The Final, Where He Was Just A Contender to Make On The Final Round: Nanja Yadka, Viking. [Reference required] 17th win in Sassooki competition (2006) He is the second of only four wins of the competition. 1 2 [3] By the time he
retired in July 2017, he had the Olympics in 26 versions of Sasoki. [4] Sasoki Career Training 300 Naagno trained for a year on his fishing vessel for Sasoki competitions. [4] Led by the 32nd contest in retirement 2016, Nagono formally announced his retirement from Sasukey, with his last
run to broadcast for the tournament and making a significant portion of promotional material. It involved several gifts from fans and fellow competitors, with one finished button usually found at the end of the course. Also, after his race a special retirement ceremony was held, threw into a
water pit with his friends and fellow competitors, holding his full victory celebrations in Axy Sassokoi. [Reference required] By the time he retired in July 2017, he had the Olympics in 26 versions of Sasoki. [4] September 2008 American appearance in The Nagomade its first United States
presence at the Chibi-Pa Festival in West Palm Beach, Florida. Music career album Sai Aagamano released his debut album in 2011. [5] Sasoki this list shows all these competitions participated in The Naagno, with her competition number, and the stage and the obstacle where she was
finished. Contest Start Position Barrier Phase 7th 87 Failed Fighter Wall First 41 8th Failed Fighter Wall's First 9th 61 Failed Pipe Slider 3rd 10th 999 * Failed Jast Heng 1st 11th 96 Failed Final 12th 10th 0 Failed Final Receipt (by 0.11 seconds) Final 13th 100 Failed Final Receipt Final 14th
100 Failed Final 15th 100 Failed Metal Spinner Second 16th 100 Failed Satan's 3rd-3rd 17th Total Victory (2.56 sec) Last 18th 96 Disabled on Shin-Kallf-Hengar * Third 19th 100 Failed Flight Slope First 20th 2000 * Failed Jump Down Second 21St 100 Failed Ding Inguity 3rd 22nd 100



Failed Slider Jump First 23rd 100 Failed G-Resi Final 24Th 100 Failed Spider First 25th 99 Failed Circle Slider 1st 26th 99 The Hengar 3rd 28th 100 Failed Second Fighter 100 Wall (Injured) Failed First 30th Second Fighter Wall (Wounded) First 30th 2999 * Failed Swep Salon Ladder
Second 31st 98 Failed Fighter Wall First 32nd 100 Failed Brajk Climb (Time Out) First * 10th Competition, Contest Numbers 901 to 1000 Thus, the number of the number of The Number of The Nagono sins instead of 99 was 999. Similarly, in the 20th competition, the number ran from 1901
to 2000 that the 2000 competitor has tried the first phase of Sasui. The number of The Number of The Nagos was 100 instead of 2000. Then, in the 30th competition, the number has gone from 2901 to 3000 that 3000 competitors have tried the first phase of Sasui, and the number of The
No. * When Nagarano tried to cross the second difference in the newly designed cleft-hengar, he accidentally got hold of the top frame with his left hand. Rather than continue with the 3rd stage, he declared his mistake, bringing up the competition from self-qualifying. Also see sasoki
caniyan references ^ [1] April 7th, 2007 ^ archived copy. Originally stored on 2010-01-02. Derived 2010-01-02. CS1 ust: Archive copy title as (link) ^ Yuja Urushara does it again [2] You Tube, 11/6/2011 ^ a b c Rabeka Sullivan (July 27, 2018). Here only six people have ever completed the
final Nanja Yadka course. New.co.AU^ External Links Mapota Nagano Official Page (Japanese) Press release for 11th Sasuki Home Page (Tokyo Broadcasting System) Nanja Yukka Home Page (G4) Recover se nanja yukkasasuke 2007 春 (Tokyo broadcastsystem) Nanja Yukka redirects
here. For other uses, see Nanja Yadka (disamsion). For other uses of Sasui, see Sasui. Sasukatehi title card for Sasukey. Also known asNinja warrand sassaki rasangsaski nanja warrand ganrisupport entertainment, obstacle coorsicreted by Ushihiasasasaasasasasasasasasasasasasasas
(1997-2005, 2012-present) sound Oftkasha Matsu (1997) Tsuto [JP] (1998-2005) Can E.Taira [J] (2005) Kiyoshi Kobayashi (2006-2011) Yuya Takagowa [] (2012-present) Muscat] (2014) Tradition byIchiro (1997-20 03) Takahiro Tosaki [J] (1997) Keisuke [J] (1998-2008, 2010-14) Watatru
Ogasawara [J] (2005-2011, 2019-present) Fumiyasu Satto [J] (20 09-2011, 2018) Tomohiro Ishii [J] (2012-14) At The Ryusuke ITO [] (2010, 2015) Shinya Sai [of] (2016 – Present) Kongkokomadea [Shiniciro] (2004, 2015 – 18) Azuli [J] (2018-present) originJapaneseOriginal language
country (e) JapaneseNo. Episodes (list of episodes) of episodes37(languages) Kogakamacosta ArmyAperodukta (a) 360 minutes of special running in Madorayama, Aoba, Uko-Haama [1] Japan; 30 minutes episodes (USA, France, Finland, Estonia, Indonesia, UK, New Zealand, and
others); 30-or-60 minute episodes (Singapore); 50 minute episodes (Czech Republic, Serbia) Production Company (a) Monster9 [J] (1997 – 2011) Tokyo Broadcasting System (2012 – Current) Relyasioraganal Net Tokyo Broadcasting Setimepakri format16:9 4K Adhadtovadao
Foramatstrooraganal release27 September 1997 (1997-09-27)-Presantcheronologiprecedbycane BanzukeRelated showsKunoichi, Pro Player No. 1, Viking: Ultimate Hurdle CourseExternal linksWebsite Sasuke (サスケ; Sasuke in Japan as stylized) is a Japanese sports entertainment
television special Since broadcast, in which 100 competitors try to complete a four-stage obstacle course. 1997 An modified version, which is designated as The Nanja Yudka, has a lowest screening in 18 other countries. Recorded at a Location at a Madorayama studio in Yuko-Haama, this
Japanese television drama is on the Tokyo broadcasting system between seasons. The show is named After Sasoki, a character of the japanese legend, Sarutobi Sasui. [2] Every three-hour special (with exceptions of Sasukey 24 and 36 which lasts 5 1 / 2 hours and 6 hours) covers the
entire competition; there are usually 100 participants. 37 is specially developed, almost a new special year (Monster9's was reduced twice a year before bankruptcy, now again per year since 2012, then rebuilt twice since 2017). The show is produced by Tub and is one of the muscle ratings
(筋⾁番付, Canek U), another sports entertainment contest, which has been broadcast on G4 under the name Incredible Banzuke. By the 10th contest, Sasoki was broadcast as a special part of muscle ratings, but when the muscle rating was closed it became an independent program. The
first competition was held inside, just a while sasui did not take place outside. Competitions usually start during the day and continue until completed regardless of the weather or darkness. [3] After monster9's bankruptcy in November 2011, all rights of the show fell entirely into the hands of
its broadcasting broadcasting, Tokyo. After acquiring all the rights of Sasuky, Tubchanged the show Sasuky for the 28th, 29th and 30th editions, but then returned to the original name. Tub has renamed the show again, which has been the 35th edition since Nanja Yadka Sasuky. Tub
changed the show symbol (logo) for the 36th edition. Applicants are held to examine their physical abilities in interviews or odatavanad and trial rounds until the field has 100 competitors together. Sasui consists of four stages of increasing difficulties. Competitors must complete a phase to
move forward. First The 18th tournament was held, a 1,200m run to determine the starting positions of the competitors. Each contest is taped before the air date, modified for time, and is broadcast as a three-hour show. Exceptions can be made as a case of 24 in Sasui Tub should decide
that the broadcast should be more than three hours, but this is a rare exception. In its 37 seasons, the four stages of the course were completed only five times by only four different competitors. It (1999), 17th competition in Maabuta Nacanu (2006), Yuuja Urushara in 24th (2010) and 27th
(2011) competitions, [5] and 31st competition in The Usuki Mrimoto (2015)............ Because of the popularity of Sasuky's popularity, a large number of the spin-off show and international version shows have been created. The Kanaocha, perhaps the most well known spinner off, is a version
of limiting female competitors with emphasis on sasukey speed, balance, and stability. American Is The Us Version Of The Nanja Yudka Show. Originally merged with Sasukey (participating on the Sasukey course in Japan with the USA Final), it was at one point the G4 network's highest
ranking show. [6] As of season 4, american Nanja Warrior's popularity has allowed her to move to the NBC network and expanded as a stand-alone spin with a completely copied course in Vegas, although Americans have continued to enter Sassooki even after the establishment of ANW.
Other international versions of the format have been broadcast in India, Singapore, Malaysia, Turkey, Sweden, Denmark, Uk, Bahrain, China, Indonesia, Russia and Vietnam, versions also started in France (TF1), Germany (RTL), Italy (2018) in 2016, and Israel in July 2017, an Australian
version on the new network began. Netflick also started broadcasting The Alty Bestmaster, broadcast in six different languages in 2017, a Sassou inspired show. The competitor hosted a wide spectrum of participants at the show. While most of the people from Japan, national television
personalities and other countries are The Olympians, including the United States, Bulgaria, China and Korea have participated in the competition. Some of the more passionate competitors dress up, take to the early stage, or show some of their appearance. [Reference required] Sasoki All
Stars Sasoki All stars were a group of six favorite competitors set up by tub network, were actually the most likely to clear all four stages. He also added two men to complete the Sassoko course, with Kazakhstan (1999, 4th tournament) and Maquata Nacano (2006, 17th tournament).
Membership of all stars has changed unchanged later despite other successful competitors in the tournament, especially Yuuja Urushara who completed the course in the 24th and 27th tournaments. All Stars 28th tournament in 'Retired'. Two of them continue to compete independently, and
are now called as 'ex-all stars'. [Reference required] consisted of six: a kazakh crab is involved in a fisherman and massage therapist. He is known for being the first competition to win tomorrow. He has not been able to redo his success, known as the degenerive retinatas that was affected
by an eye condition that was affected for years overall, he has 20 times the Olympics and has officially been retired since Sasukey 28 in 2012. There was an offer for Akiyama to return for the 30th birthday tournament in 2014, but he refused and later retired. [Reference required] Akiyama's
results were not contested in the last 5th of the starting position barrier stage 2nd 100 failed wall lifting second 3rd 99 failed wall lifting second 4th 86 bronzeina (for 6.0 seconds) 6Th 10 0 Failed Jump Off First 7Th 99 Failed Jump Hang First 8th 99 Failed Jump Execution First 9th 100 Failed
Quantoplana Phase First 10th 98 Failed The First 11th 99 Of The Fighter Wall Failed. Failed Pipe Slider Third 13th 97 (Time Out) First 15th 81 Failed Fighter Wall (Time Out) First 16th 71 Failed Metal Sapin Second 17th 71 Failed Circle Slider First 18th-19th 20th 1901 Failed Half-Papi
Attack First 21st Did Not Compete 22nd nd 20 failed Half-papi attack was not contested in the first 23rd 24th 62 failed fighter wall (time out) the first 25th 98 failed fighter wall (time out) did not compete with the first 26th-27th failed katai bridge in the 18th 96th, the first Macota Nagasaku, the
captain of a fisherman and fishing boat. Someone is known to reach the last stage more than anyone, five times in total, and being the second person to complete the entire course. They wear the most #100 time (15 of their 26 competitions). In total, he has 26 times olympics, a number only
pass by three of his fellow all-stars: Katsumi Sahiba, Toshahro Takeda and Shango Yamoto, and has officially retired since Sasuki 32 2016. The Results of The Naagunu Contest Start Position Barrier Phase 7th 87 Failed Fighter Wall (Time Out) First 8th 41 Failed Fighter Wall (Time Out)
First 9th 61 Failed Pipe Slider 3rd 10th 96 999 Failed Climb Ropes (20 mup About) Final 12th 100 Failed To Climb The Ropes (by 0.11 seconds) Final 13th 100 Failed To Climb The Ropes (about 22.4 m up to 100 failed metal spin second 16th 100 failed Satan Swaying 3rd 17th 99
Kanzenainakha (Spare for 2.56) Last 18th 96 Failed Shin-Kalfinger (Indisabled) † 18th 100 Failed Slope 1st 20th 2nd 21st 10 0 Failed Gliding Ingoti Third 22nd 100 Failed Slider Jump First 23rd 100 Failed G-Resi * (0.2 seconds by) Failed in final 24th 100 Spider First 25th 99 Failed 100 of
first 27th of the failed jumped spider final Kalfinger 3rd 100 failed second fighter wall of 28th (time out) first 29th 100 failed second fighter wall (time out) (injured) first 30th 2999 failed. The second 31st 98 failed fighter wall (time out) first 32nd 100 failed lubribec climb (time out) bend from the
third fraction after heading from the top of the first †-Naagno Shin-Kalfinger. He disabled himly, accepted his mistake and hanged himout after reaching the next platform. *-The slider was allowed the second attempt at the first stage due to a jump fault. Toshaharo Takeda [J], a fire fighter.
More than anyone other is known to reach the third stage. He can be seen usually wearing his trademark orange firefighter pants and black blue shirt, although he changed his trademark clothes from 30 Sasuky after leaving his firefighter work. However, she is just a star who has not made
it until the final stage. Overall, they have 26 times the Olympics and are competing since that day. Only once he was not revealed was Sasuki 26 and Sasuki 27, thus avoiding any threat affecting his new job as a helicopter rescue. Takeda results contest start position barrier phase 5th 74
Failed spider walk 2nd 6th 93 Failed by failed body Third 96 7 97 71 Failed First 8th first 11th 97 failed to support body 3rd 12th Pipe Slider 3rd 13th 98 Failed Clfinger 3rd 14th 9 Failed 7 Kalfinger 3rd 15th 96 Failed Satan Swaying 3rd 16th 98 Failure Kalfinger 3rd 17th 95th † Failed Salon
Ladder 2nd 19th 96 Failed Fighter Wall 1st 20th 1995 Failed Ladder First 21St 98 Failed Climb 3rd 22nd 92 Failed Spider's first 23Rd 97 Failed Spider Flip Third 24th 70 Failed Double Salon Ladder 2nd 26th-27th Was Not Contested 28th 97 Failed First 29th Failed In The First 30Th 2980
Failed 95 93 98 Failed Fighter Wall (Time Out) First 33rd 90 failed salon ladder k a second 34th 91 failed salon ladder k second 35th 91 failed Dragon Glydor (time out) first 36th 85 Dragon Glydor (injured †) returned to the first †-Takeda 18th tournament. He was around the 86th person to
run the course. Wing slider in the 36th tournament is running when takeda injured his shoulder. Shango Imamoto, a gas station manager. The only person never to miss the same tournament. He is the only person to have tried the first and second version of the final stage in Sasui 3 and
Sasui 7. He can be seen wearing his trademark gas station uniform shirt and hat (always with Aso/Mobil branding); he has only olympics It followed seven times (1st, 4th, and 28th he changed his work). He continued to compete for that day. Yamomoto results contest start position barrier
stage 1st 7 Failed Dodgang Hammer 2nd 20 Failed Pipe Slider 3rd 3rd 13 Failed Last 4th 98 Failed Balance Bridge 1st 5th 96 98 Failed 7th 97 Failed Spider Climbing (Injured †) Final 8th 98 Failed Climb The Ropes First 9th 98 Failed Nand 3rd 10th 998 Failed First 12th 98 Of The Failed
Ropes Kalfinger 3rd 12th 96 Failed Wal Lifting 2nd 14th 98 Failed to hold the dander failed in the third 15th th Physical Support 3rd 16th 97 failed first 17th 98 Failed 3rd 61st 18th Failed Half-papi Attack First 21st 71 Failed Flight Slope First 22nd 31 Failed Half-Papi Attack First 23rd 93
Failed Arm Rings (Injured †) 3rd 24th 96 Failed Torgen Rissi First 25 Th 90 Failed Balance Tank 2nd 26th 94 Failed Rolling Escargot First 27th 81 Failed Sping Bridge First 28th 98 Failed Katai Bridge 1st 29th 36 Failed Backup Stream 2nd 30th 2992 Failed Backstream 2nd 31st 92 Failed
Double Pandalam 1st 34th 92 Failed Double Pandalam 1st 35th 74 Failed Fashboni First 36th † Failed Wing Slider 1st 37th 84 Failed Dragon Slider First Coughed – Yamomoto 7Th was damaged when he injured his shoulder and 81st 23st he reinjured his shoulder. Government workers in
the department of health and service are a source of PEI. He is also known for building barriers in his backyard (over 13 of them, in fact), and many competitors have visited him 'Lion Atsasoky' (however, as 30, it has been destroyed). He said one of the least stars is the Olympics: only 12
times due to chronic back and neck pain that has called him for years. Despite having only once the Olympics since Sasui 21, he is not officially retired and should allow his health to return, although it is unlikely. The sherry results failed the first 10th of the contest edited position barrier
stage 9th 79 failed fighter wall 11th 66 failed wall lifting (time out) failed in the second 12th 99th 77th. Balance Tank 2nd 15Th 94 Failed on 3rd 16th of climb Pipe Slider 3rd 17th 81 Failed Body Support 3rd 18th 95 Failed The spider failed for the first 19Th 96 82 failed jump down the second
22nd-29th was not contested from the 30th 2997 failed jump execution saheb Kai First Katsumi Sahiba, a steel worker known as Mr. Sasukey or Mr. Nanja Yadka. He said once it was most likely to be completed The course by the producers of this tournament, but the first phase in 12 years
has not been approved, followed by tournament 12. He retired from Sasui on three separate occasions after the 12th, 24th and 28th tournaments, but returned every time. He said that once he was thought to be the most likely competition to clear all four stages because he was given the
title Mr. Sasukey, but Sasukey has not approved the first stage since 12. Overall, he has 27 times olympics, only on Shango, but Sasui has been prevented from competing after 30 in 2014. However, on a Landman Landman broadcast in December 2016, Sahiba in Inui will be allowed to
show that after it is the 20th anniversary of the show as it started to air in 1997, they should be healthy enough to compete. [7] Saheeh results contest start position barrier stage 1st 92 Failed Dodgang Hammer Second 2nd 91 Failed Spider Walk Second 3rd 89 Failed Ropes Climb (Time
Out) Final 4th 100 Failed Kalfinger 3rd 5th 100 Failure Spider Walk Second 6th 99 Failed Pipe Slider Third 7th 100 Failed Climb The Ropes (Time Out) First 8th 100 Failed Fighter Wall (Time Out) First 9th 99 Failed Wall Lifting Time Out) Second 10th 1000 Failed Pipe Slider Third 11th 100
Failed Balance Tank 2nd 12th 98 Spider walk was not ineligible † second compared to 13th 14th 99 failed jump execution first 15th 99 failed cross bridge first 16th 99 failed ropes climb (time Out) The first 17th 100 failed fighter wall (time out) the first 18th 73failed ladder (time out) failed in
the first 19th 91spider failed in the first 20th Spider first 21st 96 failed fighter The wall (time out) (injured) failed in the first 22nd 81 spider first 23rd 71 failed slider jump 1999 first 24th 80 failed fighter wall (time out) was not compared to the first 25th in 26th 90th Failed spider failed 18 th for
first 27th th fighter wall (time out) first 28th 99 failed first fighter wall (time out) first 29th did not compete 30th 2934 failed second fighter wall (time out) first 31st-32nd Did not compete with 33 rd 33 Failed Tie Fighter in the first †-12th contest, Sahiba was disabled on the spider's walk for
failing to use on the China response barrier to overcome their gloves. Despite being unqualified, he managed to clear the 2nd stage with 3.4 seconds. Sasusky new star (Shin Sada) Sasusky new stars (unlike all stars) are the new young rivals who have made themselves a name on the
maximum Shin-Sasusky edition of the course. Since Shinsusky-Nasasky, Shin Sada or new stars became famous after Sasusky. There was a short screen before I was re-wearing in Sasuki 22 when Yuuja and Kanksi did not make it until the third stage. Membership in the new star includes:
Shonsoki Nagosakey [J], a tramapoleanist. He said that the most recent one is considered to be one of the most promised Need] This skilled trampolanist, called the Prince of Tampolin, has won several medals at the Tampolin World Cup and doha Asian Games. He made his first in Sasui
14. He is first called one of shin sada in Sasui, however, he made his first final stage appearance in the Sasui 17 in 19 years, the second lowest to reach the final stage. He failed in stage 19 of the first in Sassoui. After that he did not compete for six years. In 2012, he retired from it. He made
his return on the Sasuky 29, but he ended up on the passing wall. He failed the crazy kalfinger in Sasuki 30. He ended the climbing time in the Sasui 31 in Lubribek but his race was all but shaved. He failed the flight bar in The Sasusky 32 and then failed the Sasusky 33. Surprisingly, he
failed spider walk in Sasui 34. He failed to drop the spider into the Sasuki 35, the first time he failed in the second stage for two successive times. This meant that the second stage in the tournament was over for the first time on The Nasai. He failed the Dragon's Glydor in Sasui 36. As of
2018, The Nagosamy has completed 11 times (five consecutive) in the first phase, the second phase seven times (four consecutively), and once in the third phase. The Result of The Nasacci Competition Start Position Barrier Stage 14th 67 Failed Wall Lifting Second 15th 65 Failed
Kalfinger 3rd 16th 89 Failed Kalfinger 3rd 17th 87 Failed Ropes Climb Final 18th 97 Failed Shin-Kalfinger 3rd 19th Failed in 97 Slope first 20th-28th failed 29th 93 failed wall 2nd 30th 2986 failed Crazy Kalfinger 3rd 31st 88 failed Lubrijic climb (time out) First 32nd 87 failed flight The third
33rd 98 times failed flight bar 34th spider walk second 35th 92 failed spider drop failed in second 36th th Dragon Glydor first 37th 80 failed fish bone first from Yuuja Urushihara [] , a jut seller, an infinite clefter iPad No. 3. [Explain the need] They spent over five years trying to qualify through
Sassooki cases. Finally, he qualify for 21 Sasui, and became the first contestant to reach the final stage of Shin-Sasui in the next tournament. He has tried his final stage at 22 Sasukey, but he failed to get him near the button. At Sasukoi 24, he became the third person to get Kanzinaina,
and at Sasui 27, he went to become just one person to get him twice. In Sasuki 28, he failed the crazy kalfinjar. In Sasui 29, that backup stream failed. 30 In Sasui, they ended up lifting the wall. At Sasui 31, he took more time to deal with it and ended up on the Soratisu Cabinet e. In The
Sasucci 32, he was one of the remarkable competitors who failed on the new barrier double-handlewhen he failed to transfer to the red sandbag. At Sasui 33, they failed to roll the hill surprisingly. He made a good transition from quad steps to rolling hill But they lost them. In the middle of the
rolling hill. At Sasui 34, he announced that if he failed in the first phase he would retire. The results then show that he cleaned up the first stage, but he struggled in the resires' convereand ended there. At Sasui 35, he easily cleared a few obstacles first, including the new Dragon Glydr, but
finally ended up on The Cabinet of Soratisto due to the short time limit and exhaustion. He finally made it to stage 3 after 6 years in 36 Sasuki, cleaned the Ultra Crazy Kalfinger, being the oldest to clarify it, and the next barrier, the vertical boundary, where he made it 3rd to the dagger before
its capture. Position obstacle stage 21st 72 Failed flight slope against Results of Urushihara First 22nd 77 Failed G-Rissi Final 23rd 99 Failed Unstable Bridge 2nd 24th 93 BronzeInka (3.57 sec Spare from) Final 25th 100 Failed Double Salon Ladder 2nd 26th 100 Failed Half Pipe Attack
First 27Th 99 BronzeBlack (for 6.71) Last 28th 88 Failed Crazy Kalfi 29th Backup Second 30th 2993 Failed Wall Lifting Second 31st 99 Failed Fighter Wall (Time Out) First 32nd 89 Failed Double-Handlem First 33Rd 89 99 35th 95 Failed fighter wall (time out) first failed in 36th 95 th 95 37th
96 th failed pipe slider third Hatosha Kankoi [take], a building maintenance worker/jewels designer. He is considered one of the most serious claims to be bronzeinked. 23 in Sasui, when Naagu Makouta joined him in the final stage, it was heard that Kankoi was not the leader of Shin Sada.
Then 24 in Sasui, the ears no time at the first stage, then in Sasui 25 they failed to tank the balance on the second stage. Then in the Sasoki 26 he failed the rolling Escargot on the first stage, and in the Sasuky 27 he went back to the second stage before the salon ladder. After that he
reached the third stage in Sasuki 28, 29, 30 and 31, failing to clean up the first three times in the mad kalfinger, but on his fourth attempt. He failed at the next hurdle, the sky vertically. After he searched his shoulder, Sasuky finished the top time in Souratisso in 32. At Sasui 33, they failed to
roll the hill surprisingly. He jumped from the bottom of the rolling hill too much but he could not save himself from his fall. He did not compete in the Sasui 34. He came back to Sasui 35. He started strong, and even he made the transition on the Dragon Glydor, but the bar increased, because
of it only getting a foot on the same platform and the drain on the water. He did not compete in the Sasui 36. Kanno's results contest start position barrier stage 20th 1976 failed Spider's first 21st was not compared to 22nd 49 unenforced spider flip † 3rd 23rd 96 Failed G-rissi Final 24th 99
Failed Torgen Receipt (Time Out) First 25th 89 Balance Tank 2nd 26th 93 Failed Rolling Escargot Before 27th 1Double Salon Ladder Si... Second 28th 89 Failed Crazy Clfinger 3rd 29th 97 Disabled Crazy Clafinger 3rd 30th 2996 Failed Crazy Clafinger 3rd 3 1st 96 failed Vertical Range Si
32nd 96 Failed Torgen Receipt (Time out) (Injured † †) First 33rd 92 Failed Rolling Hill Failed in first 34th 34th was not failed 37th 85th Glydor 1st 36th failed The first of the 37-piece was the first-ever-kankoi-chhole part 72 framed with its feet and climbed along the side of the platform, thus
going off course. -Kankoi not back before double salon ladder due to shoulder injury. † † – Kankoi fighters immediately coughed up their shoulder after clearing the wall, and ended up at the top of the wall. Kouja Hashamouta [J], a gym instructor. He has qualify through Sasu's cases in
three straight tournaments. He failed in the first stage in his early performance at Sasui 21 and Sasui. In Sasuki, he finally cleared the first leg, and in the next tournament, he made way for the final stage along with Lee En-Chi, Urushihara Yuuja, Takahashi Kenya ji, and Okuyama Yoshiok,
where he eventually finished only centimeters from the goal. In Sasuki 25, she failed the ulti kalfinger. At Sasui 26, he surprisingly failed to pin the metal when he lost his grip. At Sasuki 27, he became the first person to cross the final kalfinger, but he failed to see China. At The Sasui 28, he
surprisingly failed the spin bridge when he lost his balance on the third bridge. In Sasui 29, that backup stream failed. After this tournament, he has never returned to Sasui. In April 2016, he made it to Broadcast Landman Landman with some sasoki new stars for The Osaka Shinai.
Hashnota's result contest position barrier phase 21st 42 failed fighter wall (time out) First 22 nd 76 Failed slider jump First 23rd 47 failed ladder 2nd 24th 85 failed G-rissi Final 25th 6 0 Failed Kalfanger 3rd 26th 98 Failed Metal Sapin Failed in 2nd 27th China Seesaw 3rd 28th 40 Failed Katai
Bridge First 29th 41 Failed Backup Stream 2nd 30th-37, A Transport Worker. He has five times the Olympics, failing in each of the first three stages. His best performance was in the Sasui 24, where he reached the third stage but the final hurdle, the glyding ingot failed. He failed the first
stage in Sasui 25 and Sasui 26. In the Sasui 27, he failed to drop the slider on the second stage. As a result of Tajima, the competition position barrier stage 23rd 45 failed salon ladder 2nd 24th 73 failed the glyding ingot of 49 failed circles of third 25th Slider first failed 26th 86 Spider failed
in the first 27th 29th to drop a former panter and a bomber the second Ryo Matakhe [J] he said is the Olympics nine times, failed in the first stage His first three attempts, but 27 in Sasuki, his best performance, he made it to the final stage, just inches from the Tusun Nobori browser. In the
next two tournaments, they failed in the wall and backup stream, in order. However, at 30 Sasui, they made it to the final stage where they almost got to the browser, but time ran away. In Sasuki 31 however due to the ryo capacity needed to complete the obstacle, the fighter fell prey to the
wall along with The Naaguno and Yuuja. In Sasui 32, he ended up in the Torjan chair after dealing with it and trouble with the Soratisu cabinet. In Sasui 33, he surprisingly failed the new hurdle in the first transition though his race was the system. [Explain the need] He surprisingly failed
double-handlem in Sasukey 34 and got the system again. He once again ended up on the Souratso cabinet e, thus failing in the first phase for the 5th straight time in the Sasui 35. He finally made it to the third stage in 36 Sasuke 4 years later, however he will finish the vertical boundary
failure after making the final kagar. Matasaya as a result of the competition position barrier phase 21st 46 Failed flight slope first 22nd-24th was not contested 25th 6 failed circle slider failed first 63 compared to 26th Es87 62 Car 2nd 29th 98 Failed Backstream Second 30th 2994 Failed
Ropes Climb Final 31st 100 Failed Fighter Wall (Time Out) First 32nd 90 Failed Torgen Ropes (Time Out) First 33rd 88 Failed Fashboni First 1 35th 73 Failed Fighter Wall (Time Out) All Before the 36th 92 failed the 36th 92-sky third 37th 91 failed fish bone first kazoom ASA [take], a former
hej trammar and a construction worker. He made his first in 21 Sasui, however, he ended up in the Soratisu Cabinet. In the Sasuky 27, he cleared his first stage, but he failed to double-salon ladder after losing his grip. Asa Sasuki was considered an official member after his trip to the third
stage at 28. He has made four times in the third stage in a row, 28, 29, 30, and 31 in Sasuki, failing the crazy kalfinger in all four attempts. He is one of the very few to fail a barrier four times in a row. In The Sasui 32, she failed initially in the surprisingly new hurdle, Tie Fighter. In Sasusky
33, they made the first and second stages past again, and could not control the first part of the rest area after the flight bar failed. He did not compete in Sasui 34, Sasui 35 and Sasui 36 due to injury. Asa's results were not compared to the starting position barrier stage 21st 45 failed fighter
wall (time out) first 22nd-26th 27th 55 failed double salon ladder second 28th 58 failed mad kalfinger 3rd 29th 96 failed crazy kalfinger 3rd 31st 2998 failure mad clfinger 3rd 31 Third 32nd 95 Failed Tie Fighter First 33rd 95 Failed Flight Bar 34th-37th Third Time Did Not Compete By
Mashasha Hioki [J], an Electronic Store Manager. He failed 21 cases in Sasukey 22 and Sasukey 23 cases in The Ingoti. He made his sasui's first sasui in 25. He failed the circle slider. They failed in the first stage coming back in The Sasui 26 and Sasui 27. He has cleaned up every
tournament since sasuky 29 on the first leg but failed to river back after he lost his ability. He made it to the third stage in Sasuki 30 and Sasuki 31, failing both tournaments in the crazy kalfinger. At Sasui 32, he was the first to fail surprisingly on the remarkable competitive new hurdle,
double-handlem. At Sasoki 33, he once again cleaned the rose and first stage, but in the second stage, he clearly [explained] the water needed, and only had 10 seconds on the resive sinware and ended up there. In Sasuki 34, he made Ultra Crazy Kalfinger, but he failed the first jump. He
went on to stage three, but was taken to the new obstacle planet Bridge at Sasui 35. They run the whole stage with their injured left foot, they cleaned the planet bridge and also the first jump on ultra crazy kalfinger, but they failed to hold on to the second shifting dagger in the Sasuki 36.
Hioki's results contest start position barrier stage 25th 92 Failed circle slider failed in first 26th th Fighter Wall (time out) failed in first 27th th Giant-sing was not first in 28th competition 28th failed Backstre 2nd 30th 2935 Failed Crazy Kalfinger 3rd 31st 31 Failed Crazy Kalfinger 3rd 32nd 31
Failed Double Pandam First 33rd 45 Failed Reverse Conveyor 2nd 34th 45 Failed Ultra Crazy Kalfinger Third 35th 60 failed planet bridge 3rd 36th 71 failed 37th 60 failed Kalfinger Length and Latitude 3rd Tomoharu Kavagotchi [J], a concrete mixer driver. He has eight times qualify through
the Olympics and The Sassoaki Test. He made his first in 21 Sasui. Then he failed to jump the slider in Sasuky 22. He cleaned up the first stage for the first time in 24 Sasui, but he failed the unstable bridge. They failed in the first phase coming back in The Sasui 25 and Sasui 27. In 30
Sasui, he cleaned up the third stage and made it into the final stage. However, he was slow on spider climbing and ended up with The Tusson Nobori about 8 meters from the browser. In Sasuki 31, he failed to redo his performance from the previous tournament when he failed the mad
kalfinger. In the Sasusky 32, Kawaghoti again made it to the third stage, but he failed in the flying bar when he ran the obstacle in bad weather. In The Sasuky 33, he surprisingly failed to double-handle the first stage, when he jumped too soon for the sandbag and his hand did not capture it
much enough, and he fell into the water. He expressed his revenge for the last season 34; he made Ultra Crazy Kalfinger and cleaned up the first transfer, but he failed to make the transition to the shifting dagger. He made it again in the third stage, then took revenge on the Kawagotchi
Ultra Crazy Kalfinger, but his run came to an end after a unclean transition to the second dagger on the vertical boundary in the Sasuki 35. He went out on the first transfer to Ultra Crazy Kalfinger because of the huge speed on his switch to the Sasuki 36. Kawagouti results contest start
position barrier phase 21st 47 Failed half pipe attack First 22nd 78 Failed slider jump first 23rd was not contested 24th 47 failed unstable bridge 2nd 25th 78 failed circle slider 1st 2967 2 Failed 6th Last 31st 97 Failed Crazy Kalfinger 3rd 32nd 97 Failed Flight Time 33rd 99 Failed Double
Handlem First 34th 98 Failed Ultra Crazy Kalfinger 3rd 35th 99 Failed Vertical Limit Not Copied Failed ultra-crazy Kalfinger 3rd 37th 99failure fighter wall (time out) first one of The Sanya commercial sellers. He made his first in the Six Times Olympics, Sasui 25, when he failed in the dome
steps. He said that the Olympics in Sassoui again 26; He failed to go rolling Escargot. In Sasui 27 he failed in Soratso. At 30 Sasui, he cleared the second stage for the first time and the first stage. In the third stage, he was the third person to ever clean up the crazy kalfinger, but he lost his
grip when he failed the vertical boundary. He returned from Sasui's 31 due to a back injury. His run at Sasui 32 was all cut, but external information shows that he failed in Soratisso. In Sasuki 33, he was shown in the trailer; he failed to take the first obstacle permanencing steps. His right
foot pretty much lost him balance, and he fell into the water. He did not compete in Sasui 34, Sasui 35 and Sasui 36. Farmer Hot Hot Results Contest Startposition Barrier Stage 25th 95 Failed in first 26th of steps of dome 7 step 8 failed Rolling Escargot wall (time out) was not first contested
in 28th 29th 88 failed hegge-hage first 30th 2973 Failed limited third 31st 90 back (injured) † 32nd 88 failed fighter wall (time out) First 33rd 80 failed quad phase first 34th-36th did not compete †-due to injury behind him-school was not hot. The Moremoto generations (The
Morimoto/Sasusky-Kan Sada) Sasu's new stars (unlike all stars) are the new young rivals who have made themselves a name on the recent edition of the course. The Moremoto Sada or The Moremoto generations became famous after Sasui 31, because The Moremoto has won its own,
there are many competitors who are with him as the same age as The Mrimoto and Train. Sasukey 36 When The Moremoto Breeds Are Introduced In Tad Ararki finally made this third stage. Membership in The Moremoto Generations includes the following: Usooki Moremoto [from], an IDEC
Corporation software engineer known as Sasuki-Kin. He argued in Sasukey at 18, at the young age of 15, but failed to get the spider to the well by him. In Sasuky 19, he was still 15, and he got revenge on the jump spider but failed to attack the next obstacle, AlphaPapi. He also had 21 and
22 Olympics in Sassoui, but was cut both times. He returned for Sasuky 27 at the age of 19, and cleared the first stage. But in the second stage, the metal was the spin their degradation. He made his best run at 21, Sasoki on 29. In this tournament, he cleared the first leg with 9.69 seconds.
He avenged on the second stage, clearing with a slim 0.81 seconds. In the third stage, despite the failure of almost iron-paddelor, he became the first person to defeat him clean and crazy Kalfinger. They almost made it to the final stage, but fell short inches on the pipe slider on it. He won
the japan's set for the tournament and the Sasucci-USAIn open cup #1 each. He said the 30-wearing wall in Sasui was over on the #3000. In 2015, he won the total in Sassoki 2.5 with 31 seconds to go. He did not compete in the Sasui 32. In Sasusky 33, the first time he won the Olympics
after the full victory, he made it to the third stage but he failed to fly after that by shooting the bar in the first transition. At Sasuki 34, he cleaned ultra crazy kalfinger and made it vertically. However, he lost his grip and fell before the first transfer. He made it to the final stage after his own
bronzeinblacka, with the salon ladder involving 15 steps, he had a lot of trouble completing the obstacle in a day-time and would end up at 5 Tusson Nobori Sasuki in 35. At Sasuki 36, he made it to the final stage and tried it in front of a live crowd on New Year's Evening, causing his small
mistake in the salon ladder and strong winds to make The Tusun Nobori's receipt to get out of his access. He was left hanging for several valuable seconds. He fasted as he hoped he was not able to climb into the ropes, he kept climbing but eventually ran out of 0.5m time from victory. The
results of The Mrimoto result contest started position barrier phase 18th 91 failed Spider failed on first 19th th Half pipe attack was not compared to first 20th 21 st 52 failed Spider first 22nd 27 failed fighter wall (time out) first 23rd-26th was not compared to 27th 84 failed metal spin 2nd 28th
competition 2 9th 79th failed pipe slider failed in third 30th 3000 Wall lifting (time out) Second 31st 91 BronzeBlacka (for 2.59 seconds) was not contested in the last 32nd 33rd 100 failed flight time third 34th 100 failed Vertical range Sky 35th 100 Failure Tuson Nobori Final 37th The fighter
wall (time out) first took Jon Satto [] , a parkour instructor. He is a one-time co-fire from Sasu's cases. 23 in Sasui, they made it to the second stage, just to meet the barrier that would become their nimess, salon ladder. After two straight defeats, he finally cleared the salon ladder, now
double salon ladder, in Sasuky 25, only to fail the next hurdle. He took a seven-tournament break before competing again in the Sasuki 32, where he went running away of any domestic contestant, failed ultra-mad Kalfinger. In Sasusky 33, she failed the flight bar; the first migration failed
after she had to shave the rest part. He failed ultra crazy kalfinger in Sasuki 34. As of date he failed ultra-mad kalfinger in Sasuki 35. In Sasuki 36, he finally defeated Ultra Crazy In The Kalfinger to fail the first jump just to move on to the migration to The Dagger. Satu results contest start
position barrier phase 21st 44 Failed log grip First 22nd not contested 23rd 50 failed salon ladder 2nd 24th 78 failed salon ladder 2nd 25th 18 failed contest 32nd 76 failed Ultra Crazy Clafinger 3rd 33r 34th 96 Failed 34th 96 Failed Ultra Crazy Kalfinger 3rd 35th 97 Failed Ultra Crazy
Kalfinger 3rd 36th 96 Failed Ultra Crazy Kalfinger 3rd 37th Kalfinjar Kiatarav Yamoto, Appointed an Aakoh Seminar. He is a one-time co-fire from Sasu's cases. In Sasui 20, he made it into the gymming spider. He returned to Sasoki in 29 Sasui. There, he was able to clean up the first
phase. However, in the second stage, they ended up on the backup stream. He made the Olympics on Sasui 34 74. In the tournament, he cleaned up the first stage again, but the resins' hardware failed. In the Sasukoi 35, he was able to move the first stage with 5 seconds. However, in the
second stage, he threw at the spider drop, and it failed, becoming the first to do so. In Sasuky 36, he cleared the stage in 12 seconds. Their second stage race was also system, but it was shown that it ended up lifting the wall. He also has the Olympics in Viking 2, failing at Kannoball. The
Results of The Imamuto ContestStartPosition Barrier Stage 20th 1942 Failed Spider Could Not Be Compared to 1st 21st 28-28th 29th 91 Failed Backstream (Time Out) Second 30th-33rd Did Not Compete 34 Th 74 Failed Reversion Suya Ted [Take The Second 35th 89 Failed Spider Drop
Second 36Th/Failed Wall Pick(Time Out) Second 37th 90 Failed Fighter Wall (Time Out) First Tattoo Suya Ted[], a Yamata Prefikaral Officer Crew. 93 He made his first in the Sassocci 17, where he finished on the rise of the ropes. He was 19 Olympics in Sassokoi, where he failed to get
the spider to the beat. After a 10-year-old sasouki 34 Olympics, and became one of many competitors to fail fish bone. In Sasui 35, he failed One is the glyder in system performance. In the Sasuky 36, he cleared the first stage for the first time with 9.73 seconds, and completed the second
stage with 11.08 seconds. In the third stage he cleaned up the first 3 obstacles and ultra-crazy kalfinger. However he could not find the last of the vertical boundary. The Results of The Tad Did not compete 19th compared to the first 18th( failed rise) of the position barrier stage 17th 39th
failed? Failed in unknown the first 20th-33rd of the shooting spider did not compete 34th 56 failed Fashboni first 35th 68 failed Dragon Glydher First 36th 73 failed Vertical Range Si 37th 49 Failed Salon Ladder Final Nauyuk Araraki [J], a car designer. He made his first in Sasui 29, he
finished the time of Souratso's cabinet e. He was cut off from the broadcast. In Sasui 32, he failed in double-pandalam. In Sasui 35, he failed the Dragon's Glydor in a system performance. In the Sasuky 36, he completed the first stage for the first time with 4.94 seconds and cleaned up the
second stage with 12.31 seconds. In the third stage, he cleared the first three hurdles, as well as the first transfer on ultra-mad Kalfinger, but his attempt at the next transfer was not successful. He also has the Sasui Olympics in Vietnam 2 where he failed to climb to the final stage of the
ropes. Aaaki results contest start position barrier phase 29th 92 Failed The heg-hage did not compared to the first 30th-31st 32nd 72 failed 2 failed in first 33rd-34th The 35th 67 failure Dragon Glydher failed the first 36th 63 Ultra Crazy Kalfinger 3rd 37th 57 he made his first in the Sasuki 32
where he failed the rolling hill. He proved to be successful in the Olympics at Sasui 34, he cleaned up the first stage, unfortunately failed because of his run in his second stage. At Sasui 35, he was going out on the Dragon Glydre. In the Sasuky 36, they manage to clean up the first phase
again, but they finished on the resive sine-wear in the second stage. The results of The Agujan's results competition start position hurdle stage 32nd 35 failed Rolling Hill was not contested first 33rd 34th 38 failed Backstream (time out) Second 35th 88 failed Dragon's Glydher failed the first
36th 75 th a 42-year-old delivery man between his third and fourth attempts, the Olympics is fifteen fold, which has a five-year break. He reached the third stage in the competitions 7, 16, and 18 but failed kalfinger all the time. He then failed the first stage four times in the 19th through the
22nd tournament. The 23rd competition failed the ingot of Takahashi Glyding. In the 24th, he made it to the final stage for the first time, but his support got confused with cable g- receipt, and he finished a few meters short. In the 25th competition, he made it to the third stage but the final
kalfinger failed. He was back in Sassooki 26, but failed to be rolling Escargot. He also failed the New Sasoki Olympics at 27, but the new spining bridge in Stage 1. He said Sasuki returned to the third stage in 29, but eventually threw on the transfer to the second half of the mad kalfinjar. He
failed in the second phase of the first time after being ineligible in the 30-sasui in the sasoki in the sup salon ladder. They failed the mad kalfinger in Sasuki 31. He surprised many after the initial failure of the new hurdle, failed it again in Tie Fighter 32 and Sasui 33 in Sasui. He cleared the
first stage in the Sasui 34, but after struggling in the resion sine- he failed the second stage. He made it into the dragon-glydre, however, the bar became a distraction, and his feet touched the water in The Sasui 35. In a run piece and post play interview, Takahashi said Sasui's 35 will be his
last race. The results of The Takahashi combat start position barrier phase 5th? Unknown failed rolling login first 6th ? Unknown failed fighter wall (time out) First 7th 46 Failed Kalfinger 3rd 8th-15th Did not compete 16th 66 Failed Kalfinger 3rd 17th Failed Shin-Kalfinger 3rd 19th 19th 1988
84 was not failed 98th 18th 1st 21st 85 Failed Spider First 22nd 80 Failed Rear Ladder (Time Out) First 23rd 84 Failed Glyding Ingoti 3rd 24th 94 Failed G-Rissi Final 25th 40 Failed Final Clafinger 3rd 26th 96 15 Failed Katai Bridge First 28th did not compete 29th 87 Failed Crazy Clafinger
3rd 30th 2995 Failed Sleep Salon Ladder 2nd 31st 89 Failed Crazy Clfinger 3rd 32nd 92 Failed Tie Fighter First 33rd 87 Failed tie fighter first 34th 83 before failure 34 th 1st Usheok Okuiama [p], a former 200m run japan representative at the 1991 World Championship. He currently works



as a sports gym instructor and has occasionally been shown in Sasui as competed in the Shokia motorcycle race. He has the Olympics in the nine Sasuki tournaments and is one of the most consistent competitors, making it six times in the third stage and almost to get Kanzinaika in Sasuki.
Okuaama understands his personal Olympics as Sasuoki, and non-stop trains for competition. However, he failed backstream in Sasuky 29 in his third stage to finish the record of appearance. Okuaama resulted in the contest position barrier phase 19th 39 failed fighter wall (time out) first
20th 1924 failed stick slider second 21st 95 failed fighter wall (time out) first 22nd 84 failed Shin-Kalfi F3 23rd 92 Failed Spider Flip Third 24th 95 Failed G-Rasi Final 25th 50 Failed Ulti Kalfinger 3rd 26th 97 Failed Final Kalfinger 3rd 27th 96 Failed The second 30th-37th Did not compete with
a PE teacher at a junior high school in Suzuki, Canagua. He has five times the Olympics. He said sasui had cut everything from 16 olympics but his race. After a seven-year sukta, he failed the Olympics at The Sasuki 28, the second wall of the Sain Bridge and The Souratso in Sasuki. He
also had the Olympics in The Sasui 31 but his race was completely cut off. He returned to Sasui's 32-no.66, and completed the first stage for the first time with just 2.12 seconds. After that he went to clear the second stage, one of eight to be one to do so, with 9.59 seconds remaining.
However, his first attempt at the third stage was a struggle. After the first migration of The Dram-Hupper they threw and almost fell, and just managed to just organize their own folder, while the second transition showed signs of uneasy. Its power was supped to the next obstacle, the flight
bar, where the first migration failed after reaching the second set of steps in the bar. In his wrong piece for the Sasui 32, it was falsely said that he had failed four times in the first leg, when in fact he had the Olympics for the first time in four tournaments. In Sasui 33, his run was the system
but he failed the double-handle. In Sasusky 34, he failed missile sky. He could not redo his performance from the previous tournament as he had made a stunning fall on the fish bone in the Sasukey 35. They succeeded in clearing the fighter wall but they finished on top of the wall before
reaching the button in the Sasukey 36. Suzuki results contest starting position barrier stage 16th? Failed Fighter Wall (Time Out) Was not previously competed with 17th-27th 28th failed spin bridge first 29th 2943 failed double fighter wall (time out) First 31st 65 failed Orugoru first 32nd 66
failed flight time 33r 93 Failed Double-Handlem First 34th 84 Failed Missile Qai 3rd 35th 94 Failed Fashboni 1st 36th 82 Failed Fighter Wall (Time Out) First 37th Asaoka Failed Spider Walk Second Harveoka 75 [Take] The realtor, a former elementary school teacher, changed. Sasui is
known as Sensei or Professor Nanja Yadka. Asaoka as a result of competition position barrier phase 3rd 34 Failed hammer cleft 2nd 4th 3 failed pipe slider third 5th 27 failed jump execution first 6th 15 failed jump hang first 7th not competing 10th 954 Failed Physical Support 3rd 11Th of 58
Failed China Responses Second 12Th 72 Failed to compete by climbing the ropes 14th 80 Failed Kalfinger 3rd 15th 91 23 box in monster box, a former gymnasium, sports, and world record holder. The Results of The Acatana Contest Startposition Barrier Stage 2nd 90 Failed Katai Log
First 3rd Did Not Compete 4th 81 Failed Pipe Slider Third 5th 81 Failed Fighter Wall (Time Out) Did Not Compete With First 6th-7th 61 Failed Rolling Login 81 Failed Wall Lifting of First 9th Second 10th 961 Failed Kalfinger 3rd 11th 61 Failed Kalfinger 3rd 12th 81 Failed Ropes Climb (Time
Out) First 13th 90 Failed Physical Support Third 14th 81 Failed Physical Support 3rd 15th 90 Failed Fighter Wall (Time Out) First 16th 90 Failed Body Support Third 17th-19th Was Not Contested Spider First 21st 93 Failed Slope First 22nd 97 Failed The Fighter Wall (time out) first 1983
23rd did not compete 24th 90 failed fighter wall (time out) was not compared to the first 25th 26th 87 failed double salon ladder second 27th 93 failed double salon ladder Second 28th 76 failed first 29th achieved-32nd was not compared to 33rd 41 failed Rolling Hill was not compared to the
first 34th-36th 37th 61 failed arm slider first Mosnakaata, a former Olympic Trampolast. He is most famous for being defeated by the same obstacle, capturing the world of Stage 3, three times in a row. The result of The Nata failed competition position barrier phase 8th 46 Wall Lift 2nd 9th
71 Failed World failed third 940 failed with 10th World 3rd 11th 95 Failed To catch world third 94 at 12th Second 14th-15th Not competed with 16th 65 failed ropes climb (time out) Failed in first 17Th rings of arm third 18th – 20th not competed 21st 88 failed salon ladder second Koji Sahiba
[take] 96 gofu A fire fighter from the pre-feature. Only 3% of body fat claims. Sahiba results contest start position barrier stage 12th 1 failed Kalfinger 3rd 13th 88 First jump by first 57 execution fighter wall (time out) First 15th 70 failed jump third 16th 91 failed Pipe Slider third 17th 95 failure
Metal spin was not done in the second 18th competition 19th 79 failed salon ladder second 20th-37th no contest Shanja Kobayasha, a sanitary engineer. Kobayasha's results contest Start Position Barrier Stage 11th 74 Failed Pipe Slider Failed in 3rd 9312-1st 13th 68 Failed Jump Hang
First failed 86 of 14th The start of the spoiling third 15th 98 failed 17th did not compete with 17th 18th 44 failed flight slope failed in first 19th 76 th slope failed in 1985 of first 20th Spider first 21st 79 failed the rissi ladder (time out) the first 22nd-37th competition was not contested by
Kobayasha [ , a gymnastox instructor. Kobayasha results contest start position barrier stage 12th 92 failed to support failed body 97 th third 14th to be patted 3rd 14th 87 failed 71 physically fighter wall (time out) The first 16th 93 failed metal spin was not compared to the second 17th-28-
30th contest by Takarada Washama [of] a moto-cross, already a star. Washama results contest start position barrier stage 17th 68 failed fighter wall (time out) first 18th 70 failed salon ladder second 19th 86 failed salon Second 20th 1991 Failed Half-papi Attack First 21st 89 Failed Slope
First 22nd-23rd Did Not Compete 24th 84 Failed Metal Spin 2nd 25th-74 28-1 8 Failed The first 30th-37-37th competition of the hage-haag was not contested with more than 30 Ishikawa resulting in the contest position barrier stage 14th 76 failed physical support 3rd 15th-21st Did not
compete 22nd failed the rissi ladder (time out) failed in the first 23rd 62 Spider failed first 24th th no 26th 85 failed double salon ladder 2nd 27th 87 failed As flight bar was not compared to the third 28th 29th 67 failed Backstream 2nd 30th 2974 Failed Backstream Second Kosuke
Yamagotchi [J], a fine parac. Yamagotchi results contest start position barrier stage 12th 60 Failed ropes climb (time out) Failed in first 13th th Wall elevator second 14th 88 failed Nand was not contested third 15th-29th 30th 2985 failed hegge-oag The first players have tried sasui, including
world class athletes, Olympin: Many Japanese athletes of Japanese athletes have had Olympics in Sassochi over the years, including professional team handball players, who were in the 20th, 21st, 22nd and 26th events. In his first, 20th match, he failed to attack The AlphaPapi. His best
performance was in Sasui 21, where he made it the way for the third stage satan's actions. In the Sasoki 22, he finished on the net climb in stage 1, and in the Sasuoki 26, he went to Escargot rolling of the first stage. The Super-Hhasatsugo Suzuki, who is at the 1992 Summer Olympics in
Barcelona, appeared in the 13th competition where he fell into Stage 1 on the across bridge. Another contestant of the 1992 Olympics, The Gymnost Yan, made the 6th Olympics in the tournament, all the way to 3 before falling on the cleft-henger. After the 27th competition, three Japanese
Olympic Olympics: Tomoko Haagoora, Sishiru Sakamota, and Daisuke Nacano. The 28th Competition at the Haagowara Olympics, but he failed to step up Quantopala. He also made the 29th Olympics in the competition, but he failed to be in the hetifering. Compared to the Sakanota
Olympics 28th, wear #95 (non-all stars that are the highest number for the tournament), but they finished on the second fighter wall. The 29th Competition in the Canano Olympics, but he failed to hang a jump, trying to capture both the net. Qutb Waultire Saata Yamoto, who published the
2012 Summer Olympics, 2016 Summer Olympics, and also at the 2018 Asian Games, fell twice in Stage 1 on the Dragon Guilder. American players note: No results included in the tables include results from American Nanja Warire, including the Olympan and players competing in regular
American nanja yadka competitors, including Sasukey. Olympic Gymnasiums (and Twin) Paul and the Olympics worked together. Paul made it to the second stage in the 14th and 16th competitions but failed to make it more-in 14th, he cleaned the wall lifting but forgot to hit the button on
the end before time, and in the 16th, he was eliminated by metal spin. He also has the Olympics in the 15th competition, but he failed to make the first stage of the fighter wall past. He could try to climb the ropes in the 14th competition before I finished in the first stage, but he made it to the
third stage in the 15th, failing to get the on-the-go. In the 16th contest, they failed the first stage fighter wall. Haver Paul Ham, Results of Us Olympic Gymnasiums Competition Position Hurdle Stage 14th 81 Failed in 15th of Torgym Torjan First 15th Carpet Sn. 33 Paul Results Contest Start
Position Barrier Stage 14th 82 Failed Wall The † second 15th 92 failed the fighter wall's first 16th 94 failure-related metal spin with the second †-pal cleared the second stage 0.1 seconds, but went through the door without hitting the browser Was. As a result, it was declared ineligible. Paul
Tarek, the American Olympic player, completed the athlete four times in the Olympics. He first published in the 17th contest, making the third stage before the Kalfinger failure. Anaonsar pointed to their immense size (6 feet 3 and 215 lb) as a barrier to their development. After getting the
title of Pro Player No.1 in 2007, Ter19th appeared in the competition but failed the first-stage gympering spider. He helped oversee the 2nd American Nanja Challenge competition in the early 2008 G4, but he did not compete in Sasukey's 20th competition because of his training for the
2008 Olympic Games in Beijing (although he was finally running for the Olympics after hurting a tear edgy maniscous in his left knee). He made his return to Sasuky in the 22nd contest but failed at a new hurdle in the first stage, the slider jumped. He failed the same hurdle in 24 Sasui. In
2010, Paul Tarek announced his retirement from international competition, so it is possible he will never compete. Tarek's results contest start position barrier stage 17th 86 Failed Kalfinger was not contested by third 18th failed in 19th 98th Spider's first 20th-21st did not compete 82 24th 9
Before the 8th failed slider, 23 American Olympic wrestler Cejudo, a gold medalist wrestler at the 2008 Olympic Games in Beijing, won the 21st Olympics in the competition, but failed to attack The First Stage Alphapapi. By Lavey Mewanbarg Mewanbarg, G4's American Nanja Challenge 2,
was a free-runer from the first Olympics in Sassokoi, where he was one of only three people who was the only person to clear the first stage and clear the second stage. He cleared phase 2 with a record time 38.5 seconds left. He failed the shin-kalfinger of the third stage. In the 21st
competition, they failed in the salon ladder in the second stage; In the 22nd, they failed to jump the new slider; In 23rd he returned it to the third stage but then failed again in The Kalfinger. He recalled the 24th contest but returned for the 25th, where he failed the first hurdle of the second
stage, the slider drop. However, he could not compete in the 26th competition after breaking his own body while attending jump city: Satal, a remotely-showed professional parkour tournament. Lavey did not compete in American Nanja Yuvadka 3 to try to get a spot for sasui 27 a big movie
scene that came for him during The Time of The Trevots. The Lavees however contested The American Nanja Yadka 4, but they failed in quad measures (Godantoba in Japanese), long ago the obstacle. It was clear that they had flighted in the Philippines hours before because they were
so tired and tried to hurry up. He is not an Olympics in American nanja yadka from now on. It appears that he is fully running, and instead became a farmer. [8] Four times I completed the first phase, it was the fastest time to finish phase 1. The Results of The Mewanbarg Competition Start
Position Barrier Stage 20th 1989 Failed Shin-Kalfinger 3rd 21st 99 Failed Salon Ladder 2nd 22nd 91 Failed Slider Jump First 23rd 95 Failed Shin-Kalfinger Was Not Contested From 3rd 24th 25th 48th The failed slider didn't compete with the second 26th-36th † Lavey had to compete in the
26th tournament, after american Nanja Yudka had a place in the initials, but finally failed to do so after breaking her clip to jump city: The satellite, which occurred before the 26th tournament. In the tournament his place went to ANW substitute, Adam (who failed to attack Alphapapi in stage
1). David Cable, an American musician and American nanja yodka dare alias Gadffar. The results of the 7th time of the 7th century failed in the first 26th th of the second half of the second half. Stifafman's results contest start position hurdle stage 26th 74 failed Ulti Kalfinger 3rd 27th 79
Failed Metal Spin 2nd 32nd 62 Failed Ultra Crazy Kalfinger 3rd Drichsal [y] Jim Trainer Nickname Real Life Nanja, Darischaal Also American Nan Jaa participated in the challenge and then became an American nanja yadka dare once CREATED the Sasuki competition by THE NANDJA
Yadka Dare once on a full American basis, eventually becoming the third American to win the total victory in AnW 11 in 2019 in Vegas. He is the Olympics in Sasui 30 (reaching the third stage). He won a Sassoko Asian Open Cup 2013 in Kanpur, Malaysia (where he won a gold medal in the
overall stages) and an ANW season 7 and 8 (where he has the Olympics in the Vegas finals) in the calendar year spot. He failed the Olympics again in Sasuki 31 and the mad Kalfinger. He made his fourth appearance in the Sasui 32. He is the first person to defeat Ultra Crazy Kalfinger and
third American to clean up japanese kalfinger, Sasuki 4 and Kane Kosugi in Sasuki 8 in The Treus Allen Shorder, but he failed to kai the next hurdle vertical boundary. At Sasuki 33, he failed to get the second trial on ultra-crazy kalfinger, due to time problems on the shifting dagger. He just
fell to the same spot as the last tournament in The Sasui 34. He succeeded in clearing ultra crazy kalfinger, the second time he cleaned it up. Unfortunately, they failed on the first of the vertical boundary, they managed to get hold of the kagar and made the half before sasui fell into 35. In
Sasusky 36, he went down from a course, very fast and slide on the ream from the background river. The results of the dirachsal contest start position barrier stage 27th 54 Failed fighter failed in first 30th th of the wall Crazy Kalfinger 94 Third Failed Crazy Kalfinger 3rd 32nd 93 Failed
Vertical Range Sky Third 33rd 96 Failed Ultra Crazy Kalfinger 3rd 34th 97 Failed Ultra Crazy Kalfinger 3rd 10th, a Stontooman who currently works on the Supragirl TV series. Before a pole at The Vaultere College, she initially became the first woman to complete stage 1 in the American
Nanja Yudka In more than one season Olympics, 2016 in Vegas. In 2017, she became the first woman to complete stage 2 in L.A. Vegas (ANW All Stars) and stage 2 in the original Mt. Madudaya (Sasuaki 34). In Step 3, he went out on Ultra Crazy Kalfinger in the first transition, but not
before getting an invitation for the next tournament. Kacy Katanzaro, the first female fighter in the world to clean the wall and salon staircase compete in american nanja yudka (2014 in ANW 6, during the Dallas qualifying competition). In 2016, he finished at Stage 1 after the Sasui 32
Olympics, but the dissocation fighter passed the wall. After the network of The American Nanja Yadka (originally Captain G4), A Us-Nanja Yadka, an American nanja yadka regular who competes in superhero outfits and is known as Captain NBC. He said Sasui did not move to the Olympics
but first stage in the 37th. Bulgarian athletes gymnaist and six-time Olympic (1992, 1996, 2000, 2004, 2008, 2012) Yordan Youkako (spelling on Joukko as Jordan G4) who is the first Olympics in the 8th competition. During this contest they reached the final stage but had suffered a 15-
second finish on the initial spider climbing section. Also spread. Rain and two seconds late also damaged their performance. He added that three times in competitions 3 compared to 12, 14, and 16, failure sat in The Kalfinger all the time. They were in the 15th competition olympics but
failed the fighter wall in the first stage. He later returned to compete in the Sasui 20, where he again failed the fighter wall. He also finished at the Olympics 23 in Sassokoi, where he was able to move other hurdles but sadly finished on the final ladder. Results of Jordan Jutkhow Jotkhow's
results contest start position barrier stage 8th 59 Failed spider climb final 9th-11th did not compete with 12th 99failed kalfinger 3rd 13th th failure Kalfinger 3rd 15th 97 failed fighter wall first 16th 95 failed total The 20th 1993 failed fighter wall was not the first 21st-22nd contest 23rd 79 failed
the jersey ladder as the first Korea players south korea gymnasium-hong-chulkul, atlanta . Silver Medalist in the Men's Walt at the 1996 Olympic Games. They have never got the Olympics four times but the first stage in the past. In the 7th competition, they did not defeat the rolling log;
Failed in Quantopala in 8th In the 11th, they finished on the fighter wall. And in the 12th, they finished on the climb up the ropes. Polish athletes polish gymnastics lezsak Blantique k, medalist in men's walt at the 2000 Summer Olympics in Bronze, failed on the 23rd tournament in the 2008
men's walt on the Olympics, and failed on the first stage on the red slider. Spanish athletes spanish gymnastics Gioscio Difer, medalist floor workout in 2000 and 2004 and silver champion 2008 Olympics in 10th competition, but the first leg of the game ended a few feet from the browser on
the climb. Taiwanese players Lee En Chi [Alive] (who was wrongly listed as Li Yin Chi in the Us version and was mistakenly called Li Enchi or Li Ur Zhi for years), is a professional rock wrestler from Taiwan. In his first attempt at the Sasui 17, he cleared the first stage but failed in the metal
spin of the second stage. 18 in Sasukey, they failed to get this spider to the first stage. After the absence of two tournaments, he had time out on wall lifting, to make the Olympics at The Sasukoi 21 and one of only nine competitors in the second stage. At Sasuki 22, he was one of four
people who failed to make it to the third stage, eventually shin-kalfinger. In Sasui 23, they failed in the second stage metal spin. In the Sasui 24, he made it to the final stage for the first time but finished 19 meters away. Li Yurdan yuokao and Kane Kosugi became the third alien to reach the
final stage since Sasuki 8. In the Sasuki 25, he went to the third stage, but he failed the final kalfinger. He gave it back to the final kalfinger in Sasuki 26, but still failed there. Sasui 25 and 26 First finish overall, to become just exotic to achieve more growth than any competition in the
tournament continuously. After making the final kalfinger twice, it looked if Li Sasuki would go all the way in 27. However, he surprised much when he failed to step slider into step 1. It was never their initial defeat, and the first time Sassoui failed since 18-stage 1. He once again failed in the
first stage at the Sasui 28, the saing bridge. He finally cleared the first stage in the Sasukoi 29 again, but ended up on the wall passing on the second stage. He failed the crazy kalfinger in Sasuki 30. He decided to retire from Sasui due to the alternative from Taiwanese representatives.
Since Sasui 31, his colleague Leo Long-Zhean has completely over-rule taiwanese representatives. He is also just an alien to clear stage 1 6 times in a row (Sasui 21-26). Results Of En Chi Results Contest Start Position Barrier Stage 17th 92 Failed Metal Spin 2nd 18th 26 Failed The first
was not contested on 19th-20th 21st 49 Failed Wall Lift 2nd 22nd 79 Failed Shin-Kalfinger 3rd 23Rd 94 Failed Metal Spin 2nd 24Th 92 Failed G-Rissi Failed Final 25th Final Clafinger 3rd 26th 95 Failed Final Clfinger 3rd 27th 97 Failed Stage Slider First 28th 83 Failed 80 Crazy Kalfinger 3rd
Indian Athletes' Anastasi [March], a Technical Dance Instructor, Sasoki 31 at the Olympics. He was the fastest with 35 seconds left. But they failed on Crazy Kalfinger. After that, he joined Sasui 32. She had a fast time again in the first phase and second phase, but she failed the flight bar
when she ran to the hurdle in bad weather. In Sasui 33, his run was system and surprisingly failed the rolling hill. He made Ultra Crazy Kalfinger at Sasuki 34 and fell before the first transfer. As a result of Anastasi competition position hurdle phase 31st 72 Failed Crazy Kalfinger 3rd 32nd 94
failed Flight Bar 33rd 94 Failed Rolling Hill First 34th 93 Failed Hill Artists and Wrestlers K-1 The Tsmartial artist Genki Sudo has five Olympics in the tournament, failing to jump execution (6th, 12th), rolling log (13th), duodactupla step (23rd), and log capture (24th). Another mixed martial
artist, Sanae Kikuta fell away from the 8th and 10th most kuta in the tournament, where she logged rolling in the first stage; in the 12th tournament, she fell on the beam bridge in the first stage. Other K-1 fighters who have joined Tatsuja failed the Olympics (19th competition, the gymming
spider), Yoda (20th competition, Rokodantoba failed), Andy Ologan (18th competition, the receipt-glydre failed; 20th competition, login capture failed), Babi Ologan (22nd contest, failed to catch log), Bernard Akko Takeru Sigavea has four Tournament Olympics, The Hej Haag (30th), Fighter
Wall (31st), Torgyan Rissi (32nd) when his feet touched the water, cleaned the first stage (33rd) but the salon ladder nobori failed, and backstream (XXX). He was a wonderful failure on the revised fish bone (35th). The Toyota Uorabi has twice the Olympics, rolling hill (34th), wing slider
(DD) failure. Takereu's results contest edited position barrier stage 30th 2988 failed the hej-haug failed in the first 31st st fighter wall failed first 32nd 81 st Torgen Rissi failed first 33rd 81 81 Fashoni failed first former Pride Fight Championship and PancrtakhIsa Manova. Known as the
Dream Competition Minowaman Red Boat Was Included in the 26th Competition Wearing Circuits, Pads, and Shoes. He failed in the other obstacle, after the danger was being called off the swaying, and missing the receipt on the platform, falling down into the water. He also failed to jump
long, but first hurdle in the 29th competition, where he first jumped back into the foot and water on the sandbox. Mixed martial artist dream Hadio Tokoro from Japanese Fuatheroiahat (announced as a freelance fighter) was exactly corrected after competing in the 26th where he failed to
capture the receipt to make the first hurdle sway ing towards second in the step slider. Many professional wrestlers also said as the Great Nanja Yudka in the Version of The Olympics, Tiger Mask, Great Sasuki (USA and UK), Minoru Suzuki, Harusha Ayansha, Quota Ibusi and Nauharu
Hoshikawa. Suzuki and Aishashaw were three crown shavers and Oupp Heaoyaghat champions, in the course during their runs, the same. Japanese entertainer has participated in several Japanese or Japanese-based entertainment sasuki, including action film star Kane Kosugi and his
brother Shen. Kane made the third stage in 1st, 4th and 6th competitions, pole bridge, kalfinger and failure to support the body, in the year 2010, and the third stage, in the 6th, and 6th, and the other. In the 7th contest, he made the second stage but the spider walked, failing to get his initial
exit from a contest. He reached the final stage in the 8th contest, along with Yurdan Youkako, the first alien to make it so far. Competing in heavy rain, The Cane ends up climbing the ropes; he said that's not since the Olympics. Shane finished on the second stage wall lift in the 2nd
competition, then failed the rolling login of the first stage in the 3rd contest. In the 4th, he came close to completing the first stage but ended up climbing the ropes. In the 6th and 7th competitions, he failed both times on the body support. In the 8th contest, they failed to get past the first
stage's fighter wall. Unlike his brother, Shane at Olympics 9th Where they failed the big belder in the first stage. Other Olympics that include harumacha satu [J], hosting several NH children's programs; Shagiok Kasaiwara, a champion of the muscle gym event in Kenya. Actor singer
Kazuma Morohasha, a former band member Hikaru Ginji who is now a solo artist; Actor/Anaonsar Kenjirhow Isamru; And Shonei of the actors. In the 18th tournament Sato failed to debate and cover the first phase flight. In the 19th tournament, he failed to catch the log. In the 20th contest,
he finished before trying the torgen receipt. In the 21st contest, they finished on the fighter wall. In the 22nd, Sato finally cleared the first stage but failed to pin the metal in the second. 23 in Sasui, they failed a gympering spider. In Sasui 24, he again failed to pin the metal. He recalled the
Sasuky 25, but again in Sasuky the spider failed 26. He recalled Sasuky 27 and 28 but surprised the crowd by going out on the 29th Olympics, where he unexpectedly jumped out on the first hurdle, long jump. The Naqatora 2nd made it to the third stage in the competition, failed there on the
pipe slider, but in the 6th contest he was eliminated by the first-stage jump execution. The 20th tournament had Moreuhisha debate but failed to catch the log in the first stage. Ishamaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaahas never made the first stage in the past; His two close attempts, in
the 16th and 17th competitions, ended in the rise of the ropes. Shofoei failed to hang the Olympics three times when he said that the 6th Olympics in Sassoky, and he just tried to go under using his bails. He ended up climbing the ropes in Stage 1 at Sasui 7. He finally made it past the first
stage and the second stage in Sasui 8. He struggled on the propaller bars in Stage 3, and the body's support failed. Actor James Ada, a Graduate from the Martial Arts Academy, 6th and 7th Olympics in events. In his first attempt, he failed to get a first-leg, but in the next tournament, he
made it his way to the third, where he was defeated by the first hurdle, the profiler bars. Actor and singer Titsuja Saolympics four times (23rd-26th tournament) but did not clear the first stage, failed on the 23rd and 24th spider steaming in the tournament, hanging in the jump 25th
tournament, and half pipe attack in the 26th tournament. Actor Ryusuii Yamoto 30 and Sasui 31 at Olympics Sasui. He did not complete the first phase, failing to jump in the Sasui 30. At Sasuky 31 he did a little worse by failing orugoru (also known as the music box) before he could jump to
reach the hang again. Voice actress Tomoko 31 at The Kanolympics Sasui. They failed the rolling hill on the first stage. Her husband, Vaitaaaaaaarun Maury, an actor, also has several olympics in competitions. Maury is Sassoui 16 from the Olympics; He failed to log rolling. Then they failed
to beat Sasukey 21 and again at the Olympics After eight years of sukta, she re-olympics at Sasuki 32. He ended up climbing the lubribec. He finished the Olympics again in the Sasuky 33, where he completed the first stage, and finished on the resins' conware. In the Sasoki 34, he
surprisingly failed in the final stage on quad steps, his feet fissioned to the left. She finally ended up in Sasui 35 on the fighter wall. At Sasukey 36, when they reach the resive sinware, they used their legs to help them on the sides of The Conveyor. This is something which is against the
laws and thus he was inadiable . Maury's results contest startposition barrier stage 16th 64 Failed rolling log in was not compared to first 17th-20th 21st failed compared to spider first 22nd-31st no contest 32nd 82 failed compared to (time out) First 3 3rd 83 Failed The Revarsconveor 2nd
34th 90 Failed Quad Phase 1st 35th 71 Failed Fighter Wall (Time Out) First 36th 76 Failed Hobby (Disabled) Second 37th 10 Failed Fighter Wall (Time Out) First Golden Bombers Members Kinji Zip [J] and Yutaka Kyan [J] also at the Sasuki 31 Olympics. The Rolling Hill failed on the first
stage of the Canon. Zip already had the Olympics in 28 and 30 to Sasui and failed in the first leg. In The Sasuky 31, he finally completed the first stage and failed the second stage in the boundary slider. In the Sasui 32, Kyan improved on the rolling hill, but he lost his balance on the new
barrier tie fighter. The zip tie failed to get into the fighter when he lost his balance. In the Sasuky 33, the zip almost cleared the first stage but Shkokangal failed to climb with just several centimeters to finish the barrier. The canon failed. At Sasuky 34, Zip made it into the 2nd stage, but they
struggled in the resive sinware. He made it to the second stage, he confess a little more, the time after lifting the first wall of wall lifting, while The Dragon's Glydher failed in the Canon Sasui 35. Zip finally made for the third phase, he failed the Dragon Glydor in the Canon 36 while he failed
to transfer the missile to The Sky. Zip result contest position barrier stage 28th 31 failed Rolling Escargot before 29th was not contested 30th 2979 Failed Lubribric Climb First 31st 82 Failed The 1st 82 Failed The 2nd 32nd 91 Failed 82 Tie The 34th 89 failed before the Barbec climb Edit
Edu in the 35th 96 failed wall lifting (time out) the second 36th 98 failed missile The 37th 97 th failed Dragon's Glydher first model Simon Sasukey 30 at the Olympics. They failed on log grip on the first stage. He again came to work better on Sasusky 31, login capture, but he left the net on
the jump hanging. Then he joined Sasui 32. He said the new barrier fell on the double-handlem when he tried to get the red sandbag. View the results of the ura combat start position constraint step 30th 2941 Failed log capture first 31st 30 failed the first 32nd 21 failed the first one at the
first double- handlem . B. C-Z member Rewacha Tsukada [J] at Olympics Sasuki 31; He ended up climbing the lubribec. Then he re-olympics Sasui 32. He completed the new barrier tie fighter and double-handle, but he failed to reach the top of the fighter wall. At Sasui 33, he cleaned up
the first stage for the first time. He failed to ladder the salon. In Sasuke34, he cleaned the first phase again and reduced the ladder of the salon that failed in that time. He failed on the tie fighter in the Sasui 35. He failed the Dragon's Glydor in Sasui 36. Johnny Jr. , ice member Hikaru
Oamotota [y] he failed to transfer from quad steps on rolling hill in Sasuki 33. He failed the Fashshoni in Sasui 34. He failed the Dragon's Glydor in The Sasui 35. He ended up at the top of the fighter wall in The Sasui 36. Tusokada results contest position barrier stage 31st 81 Failed G.G.
The first 36th failed Dragon Glydor first 37th 80 fighter wall has participated in several Japanese comedy first Japanese comedy Including Akria O'Mora [J] (Monkey), Kudari Kusho (the most famous gut in Japan and 2nd G4's Which Madness Myogyos Survey) Yaara, Passion Yara (Challa
Walkko and 5th G4s which madness myogys survey), Sumitani (Satra Ramon H.G. or Tough Samilengik) from Muscat, Yan Zill (Guitar Samra), Tetsuro Deigua, and Kenya's Naqayama [J]. Most of them compete for the cost of entertainment and do not represent serious challenges-for
example, Cosho's only success was the first person to clean up the receipt-glyder in the 18th competition. However, some have seen success. O'Mora made it three times in the final stage in a row (1st-3rd competitions), which is a record that is shared with Sasoki All-Star Macosta Naagno,
but since then he is not able to clear the first stage. The Natyama made it to the second stage in the 9th and 11th competitions; In the 9th, The Naqayama spider failed to walk, and in the 11th, he missed by a split second by hit the last button of the second stage. She was 27. He had
footage of himself appearing to train for the new course. They were wearing #30, and despite his training, they failed in rolling Escargot when they could not find enough speed to get the structure shear, and fell into the water while trying to restart the barrier. He got revenge on him in the
28th tournament, but the other fighter ended up on the wall. In the 29th tournament, he cleared the first stage for the first time in almost 10 years, but eventually, the ladder ended up at the top of the ladder. The recent comedy includes Yan Shekojam, who has been at the Olympics in five
events (22, 24, 26-28), where he failed twice in the login capture, risk-swimming, step slider, and rolling escargot Fonyman Iruni Yaagama was included in the 26th contest but failed in the step slider. The sordid comedy Ayaka Canoh (Aka Mr. Narxis) was included in the 25th contest and
failed the dome steps, but the first hurdle in the 26th contest got past and The Rolling Escargot failed. Penalty comedy [Wakey] needs nine times in the Olympics Sassooki. They failed the debate and the Alphapapi attacks in Sasui 20. In Sasukey 21 and 22, they failed to get his spider to
the well. In Sasuky 23, he got revenge on both the jumpspider and the Alphapapi attack, only to fail to jump slider. In Sasui 24, they failed to attack The AlphaPapi again. He came back for the Sasuky 27 and cleared the first leg for the first time. In the second stage, they failed in the double
salon ladder. I sasui 28, she ended up on the ladder. He advanced to the second stage in the Sasui 29 and 30, but the sup salon ladder failed. Other noteworthy competitor staked out 65-year-old Minoru Koramyocha, known as The Auttos because he usually bring an auto-tops with it, owns
the Edokko Izakaya Ayattops bar in Tokyo and is one of the oldest competitors. He has many times the Olympics, not making it too far in the first stage. Nevertheless, he seems to be a fan favorite. The preview of the 20th contest, in particular, he welcomed the G4 American Nanja
Chalangars to his bar, serving their exclusive auto-eating, and demonstrated his physical skills for them. He's no.4 on which madness competition survey g4's. At his best was Sasoki 26, where he managed to make The Rolling Escargot. When he was over at the Pole Of Bhoblia, he was
over 19. Toiwas Ajima, a martial arts dance instructor and former member of Japan's Self Defense Forces, has previously made several Olympics in the tournament. He is known as the Japanese Bruce Lee late action star, who expanded to dressing and acting like him. He has only made
the first phase past in its first phase; In the 11th tournament, he had wasted the time appearing for the crowd after completing each hurdle because one division hit the final button on the ropes climbing by the other. He's not 3 on which g4's madness contest survey. The 46-year-old
Catsuhide is a former Vaagonlafiter who has the Olympics in every single Sassokoi tournament (other than Sasusky 22), starting with Sasusky 18. He always shows his power before he walked . He brought a barbell and picked up his head more than once, closed his shirt, and a hand-
picked apple of beer and a full can, and also spoke a baseball bat in half. They have never cleaned up the first phase. The first woman to complete the women's first stage in Sasuchi is former Super-Santai Stointouman ChiE Nashamora, who did that in the 2nd tournament. He tried to walk
the second stage spider in an un-maximum fashion, as he had legs too To reach the appropriate path in this barrier, and failed. He also failed the Olympics but rolling login in Sasui 3. He has not done the Olympics since Sasui. Muscat's G4 Yusa (wrong to list its first name as Miyabi in some
tournaments), is a beach flag champion, the Eight-Time Olympics. They argued in Sasui 6, but failed to climb the barrel. In Sasuaki defeated 13 cases, she became the first woman to jump-hang, even though she ended up there. During the original contest, they were able to capture the
newly designed jump execution, but it decided to jump it, criticized the platform first, and fell into the water. This failure got him a yadka Wipeout during the G4's broadcast of this tournament. In Sasuaki 14, she became the first woman to hang the jump and beat the crooked wall in the
contest, but she eventually ended up on the fighter wall. All three women who achieved Kanzenainka on Konocha (women of Nanja Yadka), women equal to Sasukey, also have the Olympics in Sasukey themselves, although no stage 1 has cleaned. All are also ayrobat who work with
muscle music. Ayaka Mayaka, who won the Konocha total, three straight times (Konacha 4-6), also going out in the Olympics twice in Sasuki, Stage 1-Sand spider edited sasuki 17 in a rolling marut and the Sasuki 18. The Konwacha 8 champion Tachikawa Komaya, a broadcaster and
model as well as an acobate, has several olympics. He was first disabled on the Sasuchi 22, where he was only inthe gymming spider for falling into the protective mat after The Tompolin. He got his revenge in Sassoui 23, but he fell on the Alphapapi attack. I am so surprised by Sasui 24,
he failed to capture the log. He did not compete in the Sassooki 25, but competed in Sassooki 26, and The Rolling Escargot failed and he did not get back to the Olympics at the Sassooki 27, where he did not find Rolling Escargot again. Satoma Kadua, other Conwacha 8 champions, failed
in olympics Sasuki 27 and AlphaPapi attack. American gymnasium Kacy Katanzaarro, who became the first woman in the world to clean both the fighter wall and salon ladder during the America's Nanja Yudka qualifying competition in Dallas in 2014, originally made the trip to Mt. Sasui 32
for Madorayama and the fighter in the second attempt cleared the wall before the time. Another American woman and American nanja yadka stance, a graph like Stonetouman-the first woman to complete phase 2 in Vegas (ANW all stars)- is one of two invited Us interiors that included
Sassoaki in 34 dying years next year. She became only the second woman in Sassoaki's history after Nashamora to complete the first phase, with 14.5 seconds left on that clock to do so (which would also be under the limit set for male competitors; women's competitors were given an extra
10 seconds.) They were able to complete when they again surprised. With 2 left on the 4.4 second clock, sasui to clear the second stage to become the very first woman. In step 3, Graphf started out well to complete the first three hurdles strictly. However, despite his determination, he
failed ultra-mad Kalfinger when he tried to jump before the second dagger and failed to capture it. However, inspiring The Onlucours, he was invited back to the following tournament. She did not return to Sasui 37, however, but she went to clear steps 1 and 2 again, only to become a
woman to reach the stage 3 twice. They failed to get the first philip of the Kalfinger dimensions, in the same place as the Sasuki 34. (Enter the run list here) A Shankan Bank employee who has been to the Olympics on Konwacha, Ayano Osham [JA], he was first completed in The Sasoki 31.
His race was system, but it was shown that he was finished because he was getting the fighter wall. Ayano once again returned for Sasui 36. She was the first Japanese woman to ever clean the dragon glydor. Though, they were tired after the competition ended, and the fighter ended up in
the wall. American Nanja Challenges Important Article: In fall, the American Nanja Challenge 2007, the G4 Network, held a contest called the American Nanja Challenge, whose Grand Prize visited Japan to compete in sasukey's 19th competition. Ten semafaanalist videos were selected by
an Internet survey on August 3 to determine three finals that will be visible on the show's G4's attack! August 28-30 to demonstrate their nanja yadka skills. On August 31, Michigan State University Economics student Powell Colin Was Elected To The Foreign Bell and The Run-Up,
Greenville, South Carolina Native Brett Sims, both, and they became an hour-long G4 special subjects during G4's Nanjafist on November 14. Finally, both Powell-Colin Eathen and Brett qualify for their impressive physical abilities for the course, but they both failed the gymking spider. The
second contest by G4 wrapped in March 2008 and was broadcast on May 18, 2008 as part of G4's Nanjafist 2. With Lavey Muwanbarg N, Michigan and Brian Orosco san Francisco, California was both selected to compete in Sassoko's 20th tournament; Both are free runs. He was given the
chance to return from the Olympics, which g4 with amazing guest Brett Sims. Sims failed the fighter wall of the first phase, while the Orosco flight slope failed. Mewanbarg, however, made it to the third stage before eventually failing Shin-Kalfinger. In this tournament, he stood the last man
(because he was the only contestant in the entire tournament to make it to the third stage). The third competition by G4 wrapped up in August 2008 and broadcast on November 12, 2008 as part of G4's Nanjafist 3. Viewers voted for their favourite competitors, the top three of whom will be
brought to Japan to compete in Sasui's 21st tournament. The winners were Brian (who has qualify with a different video), the first woman to qualify the gymnasium Mark in The Maniapolis, Manisuta, and free-runr/stoontouman Luka Roberg-Valley Village, California. He joined the Us's Nanja
Challenge with 2 winners, Lavey Mewanbarg and both host edited the show' attack! , Olyuya Monon and Kevin Perera, Sasuki to compete in 21. In this tournament, Monon failed siatoplana's step, while Perera ended up after his feet when he hit the water on the log grip. On tub broadcast,
Monon's run was only shown in the section while Perera's run was completely cut. Rossa failed the Half-Papi attack, while until he failed to capture the log due to a severe ulnar nerve injury that he suffered. Orosco completed the first stage with just 0.6 seconds left on the clock but failed the
second stage salon ladder. The Mewanbarg cleaned up with 1, 21.5 seconds with the fastest time, but similarly the salon failed the ladder. The fourth contest by G4 wrapped up in March 2009 and was broadcast on June 21, 2009 as part of G4's Nanjatest 4. The rival videos were decided by
the show's attack by Ollya Monon. The winner was joined by David Cable, Monon and former rivals Lavey Muwanbarg and Luka Roberg. Monon failed to hammer new circles in the first phase; Rollo failed the first-stage gympering spider. The cable ended at the final first stage hurdle, the
ladder, and later told the Bondary reporter that he was involved in the Vania Cardio course. The Mewanbarg failed to jump a new first stage barrier, slider. After that, the American Nanja Challenge was closed and changed by American Nanja Yadka. Results Important Topic: List of
Sassokey competitions Each of the following is a list of available information of people who get the best results in each of the competitions and also the number of competitors that failed in the lower stages. Under each competition, the results are listed in the best performance order. Their
names are listed along with their numbers (1-100) from the competition, and the stage/hurdle they failed to complete (or total victory). The 10th competition number system run from 901 to 1000 that 1000 competitors tried the first stage, and then this 1901 shows that it had tried the first
stage compared to 20, and then 30 to show efforts on sassokoi almost during the 30th contest for 2000. All air dates are broadcast on the tub. See Also Sasui 1: Sasui Competitions List § 1st Contest Broadcast: September 27, 1997 Competitive Stage Hurdle No. 97 Ooveri Akira Final Failed



Climb (approximately about 11 m above) No. 96 Haseer (about 8 m above) None. 72 Yo Takashi ultimate failed not climb the ropes (about 8 meters above). 49 Kawasham Tabayyuki Final Failed Climb Ropes (Approx. 10 m Up) 2 Competitorthird 17 competitors failed second second 77
rivals Failed first Sasui 2 Also see: Sassou's list of competitions § 2nd competition: September 26, 1998 Competitive stage hurdle no. 97 Tanaka Hikaru final failed to climb the ropes (about 12 m above). 99 Ooveri Akira Final Failed To Climb The Ropes (up to approximately 7 m) 7
Competitor3 Failed 25 Competitor seresi 2nd Failed 66 1999 Competitive Stage Hurdle No. 89 Sahiba Katsumi Final Failed Ropes Climb (about 14.5 m up) No. 100 Aaya O'Mora Final Failed Climb (about 12 m above). 49 Matsumoto Minoreu Final Failed To Climb The Ropes (about 8 m up)
No. 17 Shango Yamoto Final Failed To Climb The Ropes (approximately 8 m up) No. 54. Imamoto, 1 competitive third failed to climb the ropes (about 8 m up) 3 competitors failed first 87 rivals More: Sasui's list of competitions § 4th Competition: October 16, 1999 Competitive stage hurdle
No. Akiyama made the final BronzeBlacka (for 6.0 seconds) 10 rivals 3rd failed 26 rivals 2nd failed 63 rivals first failed Sasaki 5 Also see: Sasuki's list of events § 5 Th Contest Broadcast: March 18, 2000 Competitive Stage Hurdle No. 98 Yamomoto Shango 3rd Failed Pipe Slider 2 Rivals
Second Failed 97 Rivals First Failed Sasui 6 Also Watch Sasui's competitions list § 6th contest broadcast: September 9, 2000 Competitive Stage Hurdle 5 Competitor third failed. This is the first tournament where no second stage has failed. 95 Sasui 7 Also Watch: Sasu's competitions list
was broadcast as compared to § 7th: March 17, 2001 Competitive stage hurdle No. 97 Shango Yamoto failed in the final failed spider climb (injured) ^ 4 competitors failed 3 rivals the second failed 2 1/2 92 competitors had then fallen down. See Also Sasucci 8: Sasukai Competitions List §
8th Contest Broadcast: September 29, 2001 Competitive Stage No. 91 Cane Kosugi Final Failed Climb (about 18 m above) No. 59 Jordan Jutkhow failed final spider climb (about 11.5 m up) ^ 2 competitors failed third 2 competitors failed second. The walls of 15 fell from spider climbing after
dividing to the second limit 94. Sasui 9 also see: Sasui Competitions List broadcast against § 9th: March 16, 2002 Competitive stage hurdle 4 Competitor third failed 93 Rivals Failed Before also see Sassoki Competitions § 10th Competition: September 25, 2002 Competitive Stage Hurdle 4
Competitors 3rd Failed 1 Competitive Second Failed 95 Competitors Also See: Sasui's List of Competitions § 11 Contest Broadcast: March 21, 2003 Competitive Stage Hurdle No. 96 Naagno Maakota Final Failed To Climb The Ropes (About 20 mUp) 6 Rivals 3Rd Failed 4 Rivals Failed 89
rivals first failed Sasuki 12 also see: Sasuki Competitions List § 12th To Air: October 1, 2003 Competitive Stage Hurdle No. 100 Naagno Maakota Final Failed Climb (0.11 seconds late) No. 77 Lion AtAsaoka No. 72 Harveoka Final Failed Climb (about 20 m above) Rival 3rd Failed 1 Contest
Second Failed 89 Rivals First Failed : Sasui's List of Competitions § 13th Contest Broadcast: April 6, 2004 Competitive Stage Hurdle No. 100 Naagno Maaquota Final Failed Climb (about 22.4 mup) 4 Rivals 3rd Failed 5 Rivals Other Failed 90 Rivals First Failed Sasucci 14, 2005
Competitive Phase Hurdle 10 Competitor 3rd Failed 4 Rivals Second Failed 86 Contest Broadcast by: Sasui Competitionlist: July 20, 2005 Competitive Stage Hurdle 6 Competitors 3rd Failed 1 Competition Second Failed 93 Competitors Also Watch: Sasui's List of Competitions § 16th
Competition Broadcast: December 30, 2005 Competitive Stage Hurdle 8 Competitor 3rd Failed 8 Competitors Failed 2nd More than 84 Failed: October 11, 2006 Competitive Stage No. 99 Macosta Naagno Final BronzeBlacka (Spare for 2.56) No 87 Nagesacci Shonsou's final failed climb up
the ropes (about 18 m) 6 rivals 3 rivals 3 failed 3 rivals Let's see the other failed 89 competitors also: Sasu's competitions failed against the list § 18th: March 21, 2007 Competitive phase hurdle3 Rivals failed 3 rivals Other failed 94 competitors Sasukey's list of events § 19th competition:
September 19, 2007 Competitive Stage Hurdle 2 Rivals Second Failed 98 rivals have failed first Note: This is the first tournament where no second stage is cleared, a tournament has been marked at the opening end. Sasui 20 Also Watch: List of Sassoi Competitions broadcast for § 20th
Contest: March 26, 2008 Competitive Stage Hurdle No. 1989 Lavey Muwanbarg 3rd Failed Shin-Kalfinger 2 Rivals 2nd Failed 97 Rivals Failed First Also See Sasuki 21 Also: Sasuki's List of Competitions § 21st Competition: September 17, 2008 Competitive Stage Hurdle 3 Rivals Failed 6
Competitors Other 91 Failed : Sasuki Contests List 22nd contest broadcast: March 30, 2009 Competitive Stage Hurdle No. 77 Urushihara Yuuja Final Failed G-Rassi (about 22 m up) 3 third failed of 3 rivals 1 Competitive second failed 95 competitors to see also: Sasuki Competitions List 23
rd Contest Broadcast: September 2009 Competitive Stage Hurdle No. 100 Naaguno Maatota Final Failed G-Rissi (about 0.2 seconds late) No. 96 Kankoi Hatosha Final Failed G-Rasi (about 18 m above) 5 Rivals 3rd Failed 9 Competitors 2nd Failed 84 Rivals Failed First Sasuki 24 Also See:
Sasuki Competitions List: January 1, 2010 Competitive Stage Hurdle No. 93 Urushihara Yuuja Final Kanzinablacka (about 3.57 seconds) No. 85 Hasmota Koji Final Failed G-resi (about 22 m above). 94 Takahashi Kenya Final Failed G-Rissi (about 20 m above) No. 95 Okuyama Yoshiok
Final Failed G-Rissi (about 19 m above). 92 Le Inche Final Failed G-rasi (about 19 m above) 2 Rivals 3rd Failed 5 Rivals 2nd failed 88 rivals have also failed to see: Sasukyi List of competitions § 25th Competition Sasukyi: March 28, 2010 Competitive Stage Hurdle 5 Competitorthird Failed
6 Rivals Second Failed This first failed for 89 rivals Sasukyi 26 Sasuki Competitions List § 26th Competition: January 2, 2011 Competitive stage hurdles 6 competitors 3rd failed 4 rivals Second failed 90 rivals Failed first Sasuki 27 Also see: Sasuki Competitions List § 27th Competition:
October 3, 2011 Competitive Stage Hurdle No. 99 Urushihara Yuuja Final Kanzinsikha (6.71 seconds to finish) No. 62 Matakha Ryo Final Failed To Climb (approx. 18.8 m Up) 8 Rivals 3rd Failed 17 Competitors 27 Failed 28 Also See: Sasukoi Competitionlist: 28 December 2012
Competitive Stage Hurdle 3 Competitors 3 3Rd Failed 2 Rivals 2 Other Failed 95 Rivals Also Failed Sasui 29 More Sasuky competitions list § 29th contest broadcast: June 27, 2013 Competitive Stage Hurdle 4 Competitor 3rd Failed 17 Competitors Second Failed 79-30 Competition, List of
Competitions : July 3, 2014 Competitive Stage Hurdle No. 2994 Matakha Ryo Final Failed Climb (approximately 23 m up). 2967 Kawaghoti Tomoharu Final Failed Climb (about 15 m) 8 Rivals 3rd Failed 17 Rivals Other failed 73 competitors also see: Sassoko competitions list § 31st
competition broadcast: July 1, 2015 Competitive Stage Hurdle No. 91 Mrimoto Usuki Final Kanzinaikha (to save from 2.59 seconds) 7 Rivals 3rd Failed 9 Rivals 2nd Failed 83 Rivals First Failed Sasuki 32 Also See Sasukey Competitions List § 32nd Contest Broadcast: July 3, 2016
Competitive Stage Hurdle 8 Competitors 3rd Failed 92 Rivals Failed Before Note: This is the second tournament where no second stage has failed. Sasui 33 Also Watch: Sasui Competitions List § 33rd Contest Broadcast: March 26, 2017 Competitive Stage Hurdle 5 Competitor 3rd Failed 8
Competitors Second Failed 87 First Failed Sasui 34 Also Watch: Sasui Competitions List § 34th Contest Broadcast: October 8, 2017 Competitive Stage Hurdle 9 Competitor se 3rd Failed 15 Competitors 2nd Failed 76 Competitors First Failed Sasui 35 Also See: Sasui Competitions List §
35th Contest Broadcast: March 26, 2018 Competition phase not obstructed. 100 Yusuki Mrimoto Final Failed To Climb The Ropes (About 20 MUp) 4 Competitors Failed Also: Sasuki List of Competitions § 36th Competition: December 31, 2018 Competitive Stage Hurdle No 1 000 Usouki
Mrimoto Final (Live) Failed To Climb The Ropes (about 24.5 m above) 9 Rivals 3rd Failed 5 Rivals Second Failed 85 Rivals First Failed Sasuki 37 Also See Sassokey Competitions List § 37th Contest Broadcast: December 31, 2019 Competitive Stage Hurdle No. 88 Reine Kaselowsky Final
(Live) Failed Salon Ladder (about 11 m above). 49 Tattoo Ed final (Live) Failed Salon Ladder (about 12 m up) 6 competitors 3rd failed 2 rivals Failed 90 rivals First failed Sasukey 38 Also see: Sasukey Competitions List of § 16 contests broadcast: December 29, 2020 Participants of Stage 1
100 of SAsUKEY Stages and Obstacles are given the opportunity to try the first phase, which essentially has a speed test. This objection is to hit the browser at the end of the course before the end of the due time. If a contestant goes out of range or comes in contact with water in any kind
below the course, then he is indifferent to the competition. Typically, 85 to 90 to 100 actual admissions are finished at this stage. However, in the 4th contest, the original 100-competitor record 37 made it past the first stage. After 4th, 17th, 24th, 27th, and 31st competition, the first phase
was well difficult and new designs preventing large numbers of people from moving. In fact, the 18th Sassokey contest appears as a special inside G4 that was classified as the first phase for the 18th contest with all 100 slynesses inits intention to fail it. However it did not, and it has only
tried to make its production team furious and all stages too difficult to follow. This goal was almost 19th in the competition, where, due to everyone's surprise, only two competitors cleared the first stage (neither of the two Sassoka all stars), a record in Sassoko's history. (The only time that
has happened was in The First Konocha, where again, only two competitors cleared the first stage.) The executive producer said in a later interview that he was surprised at the results even as a result, hoping that 10 to 12 people would live despite the production team's efforts in making
the first phase unreliable. # First phase obstacles time limit 11 barrel climb suo-tai log fast descent hill climb balance bridge log drop free Climbing2+ Wall Climb Climb Climb Climb Climb Climb Climb Climb 70s 2 barrels Climb Climb Speed Descent Hill Balance Bridge Log Drop Free Cli
Climbing Wall Climb2+ 60s 3 barrels Log Balance Bridge High Speed Descent Hill Climb Torgen Jump + Climb Ropes 60 s 4 Barrel Climb By Log Balance Bridge Rolling Torgen Jump + Ropes Climb 60s 5 barrel climb rolling log balance bridge jump hang fighter wall torgen jump + ropes
climb 75s 6 barrel climb log balance bridge jump hang fighter wall torgen jump + ropes climb 75s 7 barrel climb log balance bridge jump Hang Fighter Wall Torgen Jump + Climb Ropes 75s 8 Quantoplan Stage Fighters Wall Stop Rolling on Torgen Jump + Climb The Ropes 77s 9
Quantoplana Step Log Big Bolder Jump Fighter Jump Wall Torgen Jump + Climb The Ropes 77 s 10 Quantoplana Phase Fighter Log Dance Bridge Jump Hanging Quantoplanwall Torgen Swaying + Ropes Climb 80s 11 Step By Log Balance Bridge Jump Hanging Fighter Wall Torgen
Swaying + Ropes Climb 85s 12 Hill Climb Climb Climb 85s 12 Hill Climb3 Login Bridge Bridge Jump Hang Rolling Fighter Wall Torgen Swaying + Ropes Climb 85s 13 Prism View-View (Prism Tilt) 4 Three-Stage Log Bridge Blades5 Jump Hang6 By Rolling Wall Fighter Wall Torgen Six
Jump + Ropes Climb 80s 14 Mixed Jump The Tetle Wall Blackes5 Jump Hanging By Three Stage Rolling Fighter Wall Torgen Jump + Ropes Climb 103s 15 Obstacle Jump The Horizontal Wall Three Phase Rolling Log Bridge Blades5 Jump Hanging by jump wall fighter wall torgen jump +
ropes climb 95s 16 siatoplana phase three phase rolling blackes5 jump hang ropes resin se resi resflight fighter wall torgen jump + ropes climb 100 s/105 17 Siatoplana Phase Log-in Three-Stage-Inclined Bridge Slope Circle Slider Jump Hanging Fighter Wall Torgen Jump + Ropes Climb
85s 18. Dder7 130s 19 Siatoplana Phase Log Capture Pole Bhoblia Jumped Spider Half Pipe Attack Fighter Wall Flight Slope Torgen Rissi + Rasi Ladder7 115 s 20 Siatoplana Phase Log Capture Pole Labyrinth IM.G. Spider Half Pipe Attack Fighter Wall Cover Lan Torgen Resi + Rasi
Ladder7 120s 21 Siatoplana Phase Log Capture Pole Labyrinth IMmpugning Spider Half Pipe Attack Fighter Wall Flight Slope Torgen Rissi + Rasi Ladder7 120s 22 Siatoplana Stage Circle Hammer Catch Log Jumping Spider Half Pipe Attack Fighter Wall Slider Jump Torgen Resi + Rear
Ladder 120 s 23 12 Timbers Onthe Slider Log Grip Jumpspider Half Pipe Attack Fighter Wall Slider Jump Torgen Receipt, Rissi Ladder7 120 s 24 12 Timpers X-Bridge9 Log Grip Jump Spider Half Pipe Attack Fighter Wall Slider Jump Torgen Resi-Rissi Ladder7 120s 25 Steps of Dome Log
Jump Hang Bridge Go To Fighter Wall Circle Slider Torgen Rasi + Rasi Ladder7 115 s Phase Slider Threat Swaying Escargot10 Jumped Spider Half Pipe Attack Fighter Wall Giant Swaying Torgen Rissi + Rasi Ladder7 130s 27-Stage Slider Rolling Escargot10 Giant Swaying Jumped Spider
Half Pipe Attack Fighter Wall Spin Pull Torgen Rasi+ Rasi Ladder7 125 s 28 Quantoplana Step Rolling Escargot10 Change To The Spen Bridge Jump Hanging Double Fighter Wall Torgen Rissi + Rasi Ladder7 105 s 29 Long Jump Log Grip Heg Gallows Dual Fighter Wall Torgen Receipt
105 Capture J-Hagh Fighter Wall Targen Rise Lubrijic Climb 105 s 31 Rolling Hill Log Catch Music Box Changed Jump Hang Tale12 Fighter Wall Targen Rs. Lubrijic Climb 120s 32 Quad Steps + Rolling Hill Tie Fighter13 Music Box Double Pendulum8 Talk Le12 Fighter Wall Targen Rise
Lubrijic Climb 115 s 33 Quad Steps + Rolling Hill Tie Fighter13 Fish Bone Double Pendulum8 Tale12 Fighter Wall Targen Rise Lubrijic Climb 128 s 34 Quad Steps + Rolling Hill Tie Fighter13 Fish Bone Double Pendulum8 Tale12 Fighter Wall Targen Rise Lubrijic Climb 123s 35 Quad Steps
+ Rolling Hill Tie Fighter13 Fish Bone Dragon Slider Tale12 Fighter Wall 85 s 36 PermanicaSteps + Rolling Hill Wing Slider Fish Bone Fright The Dragon Slider Tale12 fighter wall 85 s 37 quad stages + Rolling Hill Wing slider changed fish bone Dragon Slider Tale12 fighter wall 88 s+-This
barrier is the immediate successor to the previous barrier, without any recooperation between them in any way. ^ 1 Although the names of the obstacles were different from the other tournaments, these hurdles were still the same. ^ 2 Tub officially understands that they are two different
barriers that are two of their names フリ.クライミング (free climbing) and ? 登り (wall climbing) is shown separately on screen in the Japanese version (Sasui #1) and also in the Sasui Anmad official site. However, Nanja Yadka has cited the free climbing/wall climbing collection in
translation as mountain climbing. ^ 3 This hill climb is completely different from the one that will be changed with the fighter wall after the 4th contest later. ^ 4 On The Nanja Yadka, the Prism view-saw translation is called Prism Tilt. Japanese anonsar saith that Prism was seen ^ 5 On The
Nanja Warrior, the cross bridge is called the blade bridge in subtitles. Japanese Anonsar called it a 'a's bridge' ^ 6 Although called as jump hanging, the 13th contest barrier consists of many different strings of vertical execution, entirely from the resin net used in all other competitions. Some
call it a receipt hanging, but its name is wrong. ^ 7 was not shown in the Nanja Yadka barrier chart in 18th for lack of room for TV screening due to the name of the ladder and the barrier symbol. However, in the 19th he had the ladder and not the torgen receipt. Japanese Anaunsar still Two
obstacles by their official names. ^ 8 On The Nanja Yukka, double-pandalam is called The Uk Tick in english dub. ^ 9 On The Nanja Yadka, the X-Bridge is called the Bridge of the Blade in the subtitle just like the cross bridge. ^ 10 On The Nanja Yukka, Rolling Escargot has been called the
uk slow rolling in the English dub. ^ 12 On The Nanja Yodka, dealing with the UK is called triple dealing in english dub. ^ 13 On The Nanja Yodka, the tie fighter is called the Support Slider in the UK English dub because thereafter the name of the barrier was given after which the name
attached with the Star War fighter is not the rights of Lokasphelum to use. Stage 2 these guys with enough skill to complete a phase then take on an even more banker of obstacles in stage two. 283 competitors have reached the second stage. In a way in the phase, the obstacles change
throughout the competitions, but all are on the same rule: if the competition makes a mistake that goes down into the water. The difficulties determine the time limit, and it is usually between 50 and 100 seconds. Unlike the first phase, which always needs to hit one at the end of the rivals to
stop a browser to move the clock and course, the second phase was not the 8th contest until the end of the browser. After that, the competitor just went through an open door to stop the clock. Beyond the 8th contest, the browser open the door. If the contestant breaks the gate without
hitting the button, they are unqualified. In addition, this course may close the door if a contestant has already made an upset in the second phase which has resulted in their inability, such as using the China Response Gloves on spider walk mr Sasukey Katsumi Sahiba did in the 12th
contest. Average, 10 to 15 competitors try the second stage on each contest. A record 37 competitors tried the second stage during the 4th contest. Also during the 4th contest, a record 11 competitors cleared the second stage. However, during the 5th competition, only three men made it to
the second stage due to new, stiff hurdles in the first phase. In the 19th competition, neither two authentic competitors cleared the circuit (a fall and a deadlock on the salon ladder), marking the opening end of a Sassoky contest. Comp # Second stage restricted at the time of obstacles 1
spider walk 1 + growing walls 1 + spider climbing 1 hammer scale 2 Conveyor belt wall elevator 50 s 2 spider walk 1+ moving walls 1 + spider climbing 1+ forward wall 2 Conveyor belt wall lift 50 s 3 spider walk 1+ moving walls 1+ spider Climbing 1 Hammer Chakma 2 Conveyor Belt Wall
Lift 50 s 4 Spider Walk 1 + Moving Walls 1 + Spider Climbing 1 Hammer Climb 2 Conveyor Belt Wall Lift 10 s 5 Competition Machine Spider Walk 3 Hammer Chakma 2 Conveyor Belt Wall Lift Running 6 Narrow Spider Walk 3 Hammer Schima 2 50 50 Belt Wall Lift 50s 7 Chain Response
Brick Climbing Spider Walk Hammer Swaying 2 Conveyor Belt Wall Lift 90s 8 Chain Response Brick Climbing Spider Walk Hammer Schima 2 Conveyor Belt Wall Lift 100s 9 Series Response Brick Climb Conveyor Belt Wall Lift 80s 10 Chain Response Brick Climbing Spider Walking
Balance Tank Conveyor Belt Wall Lift 85s 11 Chain Response Brick Climbing Spider Walk Balance Tank Conveyor Belt Wall Lift 80s 12 Series Reaction Brick Climbing Spider Walk Balance Tank Conveyor Belt Wall Lift 70s 13 Series Reaction Brick Climbing Spider Walking Balance Tank
Conveyor Belt Wall Lift 70s 14 Chain Response Brick Climbing Spider Walking Balance Tank Metal Spin Wall Lift 67 s 15 Series Reaction Brick Climbing Spider Walking Balance Tank Metal Pin Wall Lift 65s 16 Chain Response Brick Climbing Spider Walk Delta Bridge Metal The spinner
wall lift 66 s 17 chain response s 17 chain climbing spider walk balance tank metal spin wall lift 65 s 18 down jump walk towards salon staircase 95 s 19 down the jump from the bottom 10 lift 80 S20 Down Jump Salon Ladder + Stick Slider Swaying Ladder Metal Pin Wall Lift 90s 21
Downside Jump Salon Ladder + Stick Slider Swaying Ladder Metal Spin Wall Lift 80s 22 Light Jump Salon Staircase + Stick Slider Swaying Ladder Metal Spin Wall Lift 80s 23 Down Jump Salon Ladder + Stick Slider Unstable Bridge Metal Spin Wall Lift 70s 24 Down Jump Salon Ladder +
Unstable The bridge leads to the pattern wall lift 85 s25 slider drop double salon staircase + unstable bridge balance tank metal spin wall lift 95s 26 slider double salon staircase + unstable bridge balance tank metal spin wall elevator 95s 27 Slider Double Salon Staircase + Unstable Bridge
Balance Tank Metal Spin Wall Lift 90s 28-18-12-Slider Sander Sander Sands + Unstable Bridge 4 Spider Walk Backstream Approved Wall 135 s 29-19-10 10-10 10 00 00 00 Top Salon Staircase + Unstable Bridge 4 Spider Walk 90 Backup Change Salon Ladder + Unstable Bridge 4 Spider
Walk Backstream Wall Lift 110s 31-11-11-11-100-100-100-100-100-12 Race walk back stream conveyor belt for the 115 s 33 ingoti slider salon ladder strip + salon staircase descent spider walk back stream Conveyor belt wall elevator 110 s 34 ingoti slider salon staircase Headsalon
Staircase Descent Spider Walk Wall Lift 110s 35 Ingoti Slider Salon Staircase Distance + Salon Staircase Descent Spider Walk Back Stream Conveyor Belt Wall Lift 110s 36 Ingoti Slider Salon Ladder Strip + Salon Staircase Descent Spider Walk Back Stream Conveyor Belt Wall Lift 110 37
5+ Salon Ladder For Ladder Descent Spider Walk Backstream Conveyor Belt Wall Lift 100 s+-This Barrier One Successors to the previous hurdle, without any recoperaty between them. ^ 1 moving walls and spider climbing are actually included in the spider walk, but the tub officially
understands that they have three names in three different areas as スパイダ....ウォ_ク (Spider Walk), 動く壁 The (growing walls) and スパイダthewayクライム (spider climbing) are shown separately on the screen in the Japanese #1 version the Nanja Yudka just sees them as a barrier
and it call spider walk. ^ 2 screen Japanese graphics 五連ハンマ.] This barrier shows the official name as five continuous lying snares. On the nanja yadka, this barrier is called as hammer-chucking. ^ 3 There are two moving walls in spider walk in these encounters, but the tub does not
officially call their free barriers, and only the entire spider simply deemed to be a barrier to walk. ^ 4 After the 27th tournament, there was a bridge (with four chains) instead of two. ^ 5 in the rolling log is published in Sasui as the original first hurdle of stage 37, but due to rain, it did not work
properly. The judges decided to start stage 2 in the salon ladder with a low time limit of 100 seconds. There is no limit in the third stage in the third phase, allows myogies to go at their own pace. Myogies can apply a few seconds between obstacles to improve their grip. The first two stages
focus on speed and slippery, this course tests almost specifically the strength and ability of an upper body. Outside of 3,000 total competitors and 283 second-stage rivals, 139 have tried the third stage. The third step is so much a banker that, on average, someone just goes through every
other competition. Only 22 people have ever approved it, and only six have approved it more than once, i.e. Akira O'Mora, Shango Yamoto, Macota Naagu, Yuuja Urushihara, Ryo Matakhe, and Yusuki Morimoto. Comp # Obstacles in third phase 1 Pillar Path 1 Propillar Bars Of The Taqa 2
2 Pillar Snag 1 Propyler Bars Chain Swaying 3 Pipe Slider 3 Super-Walt 4 Propillar Bars Chain Swaying 3 Pipe Slider 4 Super-Walt 4 Propyler Bar Arm Motorcycle Kalfinger Pipe Slider 5 Profiler Bars Body Support Arm Motorcycle Kalfinger Pipe Slider 6 Profiler Bars Body Support Arm
Motorcycle Kalfinger Pipe Slider 7 Profiler Bars Body Support Arm Motorcycle Clefter Pipe Slider 8 Propler Bars Body Support Arm Motorcycle Cleft Pipe Slider 9 Resin Suo-Cum-Body Support Globe Hold 7 Converted Kalfinger Pipes The world of support of the body is captured by the
slider 10 7 converted kalfinger pipe slider 11 Rinu 7 converted by support by the nand body The Kalfinger Pipe Slider 12 Supported by Rinu Nand Body Sclang change clafing eras + climbing bars 5 satan's swaying + pipe slider 15 snares To the body support snares the back-wing edit edit
edit edit educhange clafing bar + climbing bars 5 Satan's swaying + pipe slider 16 rings arms to be tinged Jump Clafinger Climbing Bars 5 Satan's Wing+ Pipe Slider 17 Rings Arms Change Body Support On-The-Line Patting Change Clphenger Jumpbar + Climbing Bars 5 Satan's Wing+
Pipe Slider 18 Rings + Arm Bike On-Line Swaying Shin Kalfinger's call bars + climbing bars 5+ spider flip Last ingot 19 arms rings Globe Grassp8 Satan steps Shin Kalfinger is sending to the gymking bar+ while the final ingot rings 20 arms [11] Catch the world [12] 8 Steps of The Devil [13] ]
Shin Kalfinger [14] The ultimate ingotion sent to the bars [15] + (16] + Spider rings 21 arms Globe Grassp8 Satan Steps Shin Kalfinger-Gymming Bar + Climbing 6+ Spider Flip Sliding Ingoti 22 Rings Steps of Grassp8 Shin Kalfinger Leap Bar + Climb 6+ Spider Flip Sliding Ingoti 23 Rings
Arm Globe Grassp8 Satan Steps Shin Kalfinger Gymming Bar + Climb 6+ Spider Flip Sliding Ingoti 24 Arms Rings The Climbing Bars + Top Climb goes 6+ Spider Flip Sliding Ingoti 25 Rolyty Cylindr10+ Doors Knob Grasper Switchboards Ultimate Clphenger Swing Circle + Bunji Resi
Climb11 Flight Bar 26 Rolyti Cylindr10+ Door Knob Grasper Cycle Road Alti Kalfinger Swing Circle + Bungee Resi Climb11 Flight Bar 27 Arm Bike Flight Bar Alti Kalfinger Shooting + China View-Saw12 + Bungee Jersey Climb11 Bar Climb11 Bar Climb28 By Curtain Snare Iron Shaded Iron
Shader Crazy Clafinjar Curtain Snat Vertical Range Pipe Slider 29 Prank Serrated Iron Paddilar Crazy Kalfinjar Screen Patting Vertical Range Pipe Slider 30 Reinred Iron Padadilar Drum Hofper Crazy Kalfinger Vertical Range Pipe Slider 31 Drum Fofper Iron Shaded Missile R14 Crazy
Kalfinger Converted Vertical Range Pipe Slider 32 Converted Drum-Fofper Flight Bar Has Changed Missile R 13 Ultra Crazy Kalfinger + Converted Vertical Range 9 Pipe Slider 33 Converted Drum Fhpper Flight Bar + Converted Missile R 13 Ultra Crazy Kalfinger+ Converted Vertical Range
9+ Pipe Slider 34 Converted Drum Fapper Flight Bar + Changed Missile R13 Ultra Crazy Clafinger + Converted Vertical Range 9 Pipe Slider 35 Flight Bar + Converted Missile R 13 Planet Bridge15 Ultra Crazy Clafinger Converted Vertical Range 9 Pipe Slider 36 Flight Bar + Converted
Missile R 13 Planet Bridge15 Ultra Crazy Clafinger Converted Vertical Range 9 Pipe Slider 37 Flight Bar+ Converted To Planet Bridge15 Clfinger Long and Vertical Range 9 Pipe Slider+-This barrier is an immediate successor to the previous obstacle, no way to recoprati between them. ^ 1
On The Nanja Warire, the Pole Bridge is called the Pillar Path in subtitles. but it The version and japanese anonsar are called the Qutb Bridge. ^ 2 screen Japanese graphics (針) this barrier shows the true name as drinking tea. On the nanja yadka, it is called needle eye. ^ 3 screen
Japanese graphics (ハングム_ブ) appear the execution move as the real name of this barrier; On the nanja yadka, it is called chain-swaying. ^ 4 Nanja Yadka call pole jump super-walt. ^ 5 On The Nanja Yadka, climbing bars are called in translation bridge of fortune. But the English version
and japanese anonsar used them to explain the barriers of climbing bars (english-borrowed words). ^ 6 Was the first to send this barrier in 19th and 20th, but at 21st they changed the barrier and to climb its name. G4 call it climbing. ^ 7 On The Nanja Yadka, Lamp Grasper is called capture
of the world in subtitles. But the Japanese anonsar demanded this lamp, the grasper. ^ 8 Kadam Lamp Grasper is also called the descending lamp-grasper. G4 continues to call it the world grip. ^ 9 Vertical limit was modified in three separate parts instead of two. ^ 10 On The Nanja Yukka,
the Rolyti cylinder is called The Rolyti In The Uk English dub. ^ 11 On The Nanja Yukka, the bunji is called the ascending ropes in the British English dub. ^ 12 Nanja on Yukka, China saw the view the Uk is said to have seen China in the English dub. ^ 13 Nanja On Yukka, the converted
missile R is called wind bells in the UK English dub. ^ 14 Nanja On Yukka, missile R is called wind bells in the UK English dub. ^ 15 On The Nanja Yodka, planet bridge is called the uk-body support in english dub. In the last stage date, the last stage is known to have six forms. Each of them
is a common goal: to scale the tower and reach the top button before time is over. If the competition does not let the platform reach the top time, the receipt is cut and competitive falls (they are taken by a protective line). Starting from the 18th contest, the receipt is no longer cut. To reach
the top is called kanzinaika (完全制覇), almost translated as full domination, and as the nanja yudka presented as a total victory. The last stage time range is between 30 and 45 seconds. To try to claim the win of all the rivals, only 24 have been admitted in the final stage, and only six of
them have been more than once (O'Mora 1st, 2nd, and 3rd competitions, Shango Yamoto Macota Naagno in 3rd and 7th, 12th, 13th, 17th in competition and 23rd in competition, 24th in Yuuja Urushi22nd and his 24th in his conquests Contestand 27th, 27th contest in Ryo Mataka and 30th,
Victory of Yusuki Mrimoto in 31st competition and 35th Currently there are only four winnings: defeat in the 4th contest by Sasuki in Kazakhstan, Magotta In The 17th, Yuuja Urushara in 24th and 27th, and Yusuki Murimoto at 31st. The original final stage consisted of a 15-meter (49 ft) rise
of the ropes. The competition must start climbing from a sitting position. The second version of the final stage was the sun in the 7th contest, when Shango Yamoto made it first to try. The tower's height was increased by 22.5 meters (74 ft). It consists of a 10 m (33-ft) rise of the ropes after
climbing a 12.5 m (41 ft) spider. After 15 seconds, the spider spread swells apart from the climbing walls. During this caught Yordan Yaototaqu 8th contest, he failed to complete the spider climb before starting to spread, and fell off the tower. The third version of the final stage was revealed
in the 22nd contest, when Yuuja Urushihara was the first to try it. The height of the tower remained the same as most of the second version of the final phase, but two new obstacles were used: a 13-meter (43 ft) sky ladder and a 10-meter (33 ft) G-resi. The time limit was increased in 45
seconds, then the 23rd contest was reduced in 40 seconds. The competitors are not dropped on this path because of the heavenly ladder . The fourth version of the final stage was revealed compared to the 27th, when Ryo matasa said it was the first to try it. The height of the tower was as
low as 20 meters and a 20-meter (66 ft) ropes consisted of climbing like the first version of the last stage, but with a 5-meter height difference. The time limit stayed at 40 seconds. Unlike the first version of the final stage, the competitor started on a standing position instead of a seated
position. The fifth version of the final stage was briefly seen in Stage 3 and in a trailer of Sasui Growing. Its design was like the fourth version of the final stage consisting of a ropes climb. Unlike its foregoing, this version is 4 meters long, and the competitor will likely climb the ropes in a
seated position. The time limit will likely be 35 seconds, as Urushihara has cleared this particular version with each other. It was used only for a tournament. For the sixth version, with the previous version of the last phase removing, it was not unusual to see a change like this one for the 18-
24 metal ladder version of the heavenly staircase. A ropes climb consisted of being thrown out with each other in the last final stage and the final stage 7-17 took its place. Spider walls begin to take up less space at this time, and the ropes appear to take more climbing. However, the height
of the tower has increased again, at this time 24 meters. Spider climbing (スパイダクライム) appears the same as its foregoing, on When the ropes climb (綱登り) had revised the length from its original server to 11.5 m, at 10 meters. The time limit is likely to remain the same in 30 seconds,
although a 35-second final step is not out of the question. The prize for completing the final phase was ¥2,000,000 (about $18347.28 of us). The prize has now increased to ¥4,000,000 (about $36694.55 of us) by the completion of the 17th tournament. A Nasan Fuga in the 24th tournament
is also a prize if anyone can complete the final stage. Usually, only one or two people make it in the final stage, if someone makes it at all. However, both the 3rd and 24th competitions saw a record five rival try the final stage. After the 4th contest, though, the final stage was achieved only
on every other tournament average. The comp # Final stage hurdletotal height time limit 1-4 15 m rise 2 [15 million] 15 m (49 ft) 30 s 5-17 Spider Climbing 1 [12.5 m] (Final Phase Version) Final Ropes [10 m] 22.5 m (74 ft) 30 s 18 – 22 m] (75 ft) 45 s 2 3-24 40 s 25-27 20 m Rise of ropes 1
[20 million] 20 m (66 ft) 40 s 28 23 m Rise of ropes 1 [23 m] 23 m (75 ft) 35 s 29-31 Climbing [12 m] Ascending Ropes [12 m] 24 m (79 ft) 30 s 32-? Spider Climbing [8 m] Salon Staircase [7 m] Climb The Ropes [10 m] 25 m (82 ft) 45 s ^ 1 According to the Sasoki Anmad official site, the
official Japanese names for ropes in 1st are – 4th, 5th – 17th, and 25th – 27th are 15m綱登り, 10m綱登り and 20m綱登り se.g., which means 綱登り to climb the ropes. The nanja yadka only call them up without the length of the ropes climbing the ropes. ^ 2 If the spider climb is not
complete in fifteen seconds, the walls start to slide back, make it difficult to move, and finally impossible if not completed soon. The logo for The Nanja Yadka is the idea of changing sasui in the broadcast of The Nanja Yadka. Below is an incomplete list of international versions of the
international version with their own Sasuky/Nanja Yudka courses, except for the original Japanese version and re-broadcast to other countries.   Currently unknown as the season/version of the broadcast, any now broadcast country local title Patapataata (a) Channel- Vava Arab world Nanja
Warriorbinja Yodka Bel-Arabic Ahmed Ayyef Jennifer Ajr on E March 2017 Australia Australian Nienja on Yadka AdadrnBen Fordamandrao ' Freddy' Flantoff No Network 9 July 2017 Austria Nanja Yodka Austria Kokosai Dori Bawarmao Hochgernerflour Anaan Knöchl Plus 4 24 October
2017 Bahrain Nanja Yudka Bahrain 2015 China 极限勇⼠Sasuke: X WarriorUltimate Yukka Shi HenghanMa LiSu DongZhang Chunye G Angso TV June 9, 2015 Denmark Danan Signs Nanja Warire Yellow HvenegaardChristianse Schomeburg-MüllerKaian Fonoudi Kunal 5 September 7,
2015 [17] Nanja Yuvadka: Le Parkoures des héros danas branch Gniarts (Season 1-) by Christopher Iwaogrand (Season 1-) Iris (Season 2)--(3). QUOTIER 8 July 2016 Germany Nanja Yudka Germany Loura TF1 Vantorrajan Bachman KöPPENFRANK 9 July 2016 Hungarian Nanja Yudka
Hungary É Mádai TV2 16 October 2017 Indonesia Sasuke Nanja Yadka Indonesia's Alexander (Season 1-) Pica Perskela (Season 1) Daniel Manant (Season 2) Dani-a-N-N-S 10 December 2015 Israel T12 25 July 2018 Italy Nanja Yodka Italy Fedreco Roscarolana Di
Domanacomasamaliano Rosolanogbarely Corsi NOVE 17 Oct 2016 Malaysia Sasuke Malaysia TV9 2011 Mongolia U!Sudaya Van der Geest Jack van Geder SBS 6 Mar 9, 2017 Poland Nanja Yukka Poland Aleksandra SzwedŁukasz JurkhowskiJerjy Mielwes Ki Pholsat 3 September 2019
Romanian Nanja Yodka Romania Raluca AproduCosta Mocanadham Ancient El Nimatidoiu Pro TV 9 September 2018 Russia 12th November 2017 Singapore Sasukey Singapore Mike Kechello Ish Brunjuani Ph Mediacorp Channel 5 August 2012 Spain Nanja Yudka España Arturo Wals
(Season 1 –) Manola Lama (Season 1 –) Petercia (Season 2-) Preler Rubbio (Season 1) Axis 3 June 9 2 017 Sweden Nanja Yadka Adam AlsingMårten NycénKarin Fr13Kanal-5 January 29, 2015 Switzerland Nanja Yadka Swetzar Land Naina HavelMaximilian Baumann TV24 16 October
2018 Turkish Nanja Yukka Türkiye Hzok OfluoğluJess Hess AkdoğanFikre EnginMourat Özari TV8 17 September 2014 United Kingdom Of Nanja Yukka Uk Ben Sahipaardrockhelli HumesChris Kamara Atto 11 April 2015 United States America's Nanja Warire War (Season 1) Allyson Haslip
(Season 1 – 3) Matt Isiman (Season 2 –) Jimmy Smith (Season 2 – 3) Jonni Mosely (Season 4) Angela Sun (Season 4) Akbar Gbaja-Biamila (Season 5-) Jean-Jean-Brown (Season 5-6) Christiana Leahy (Season 5-6) 7-10) Zuiri Hall (Season 11-) G4 (2009 – 2013) NBC (2012-present)
EsquoUK (2014-2016) UsA Network (2017-present) Telemundo (2020-present, in Spanish) 12 December 2009 American Nanja Yadka : Nanja vs. Nanja (formerteam Nanja Warrier) (Shape of The Span-off) Matt Assimankbar Gbaja-Baamail Al Korreikey Katanzaru (College Madness) UsA
Network 19 January 2016 American Nanja Yudka Jr. (Shape of The Span Of) Mate Asimankbar Gbaja-Biama Ilalsteree Herandes Universal Children October 13, 2018 Vietnam Sasuki Việt Name: Không Giới Hạn Nguyên KhangDiệp Khalid AnhThành Trung 2015 VTV3 18 June Mt.
Midoriyama winners do not include these winners kanzenseiha (total victory) From the original Japanese version, or under any other different rules (including Team Nanja Yudka in Denmark and the United States). Winner of the Country (a) Broadcast History United States Of America,
Joseph Britain 14 September 2015 Isaac Caldaaaaaaaa [A] Drichsal 16 September 2019 Vietnam David Cable 29 September 2016 Nguyễn Phước Huynh Lê Vagn Thực United England Tim Champion June 1, 20 19 France Jean Tezenas du Montaal was awarded the 1 million first prize by
Nicholas on August 2, 2019 by Australia's Ben Pollson [b] 10 August 2020 Charlie Robinson Sak Stolz ^ Caldaaaaaaaafter completing the final stage with a fast time. ^ Pwilson was rewarded $400,000 after completing the final stage with the fastest time, with Robins Second and Stols third.
[18] More Information: The American Nanja Yadka Program first broadcast on G4 in the United States under the name Nanja Yadka. Each episode now lasts thirty minutes and includes some minor changes to screen graphics. During the episode, The Nanja Assassin (for the obstacle which
has taken the most competitors) and Yadka Wipeout (best Wipeout) is honored parts. There are English subtitles in the commentary of the game by Japanese sports and interviews with competitors, while competitive profiles, replayed, and were introduced by voice actor Deo Whatenberg.
The show became the most classified program on the network after its first. In addition to a few reconversion events, Rannas of Nanja Yukka has ended the broadcast for some time in December 2012 as parthost as after G4 Knee on September 2013. The last four episodes of Air on G4
were published as a two-hour block on April 10, 2013. It is unknown if The Nanja Yadka will return to the network schedule or if some other channels will get the series. The G4 show on ads happened on the American Nanja Yadka G4 in July, not an Esquire Channel presentation, and the
last program marked this last program is being advertised on the network as a G4 program. As of August 3, 2016, an article released by the United States today says Esquire has won the rights to 27 Nanja Yadka tournaments... All eight Konavacha sanovoff competitions that feature only
female myoges as well. And he... With english subtitles, 63 hours in Japanese will go back as labor day weekend (September 3, 7m ET/PT). Whether it's referring to the original broadcast or g4 broadcast is currently unknown due to a little notice, it points to g4 broadcasts. He also said the
series will be the beginning of the additional new tournament, never seen in the USA, next year. As of 2020, new episodes on American Aravawas have not been shown, and the 27th contest is the most recent to be broadcast in the United States. American Nanja Yadka Main Article:
American Nanja Yodka American Nanja Popular G4 has led the production of a version of the american nanja yudka speciality named American Myogyas, produced by more than one film and television, The Unc. and currently hosted by Akbar Gbaja-Biamila and Matt Iseman. The
technique on the G4's website ended on August 18, 2009. Open Trevots were held in Los Angeles at the beginning of 2009 in August 29 and 30, 1, and was taped for the show, with the final competing on the 23rd tournament of the original Nanja Warrior Course in Japan in September
2009. The eight-episode series began to air on December 12, 2009. The qualifying goal consists of 300 competitors, running an obstacle course which is affected by the first phase of Sasui. The course consists of the Quantoplana step, a sand-swaying, a jumped spider, an modified version
of the pipe slider, and a very small fighter wall. The startups used a guide board, and moved to the 30 fastest time semi-finals, which include three obstacles, torgen jump, jump, jump bars, and a pure climb in addition to the initial course. American Nanja Yadka sasukyi broadcasts only the
American final during the obstacle course. The Japanese competitor was later broadcast on April 10, 2010. A second season was put on the G4's website as of April 10, 2010 and was broadcast specifically for hours long starting December 2, 2010. Top 10 Myogion Sasuoki will attend 26.
Three episodes were played during the first two weeks. The first three episodes covered the opening goal of the competition; The fourth is covered by semayafanalus. It was followed by four days of a boot camp where fifteen winners of the Semaphans were divided into 3 5-man teams and
put through several different pressure challenges, while the other two teams got extra training time on some Sasuki barriers (fighter wall, double salon ladder model, balance tank, and circle slider). The team will then walk through a group of obstacles with some kind of obstruction (usually
taking some heavy thing between obstacles). With the worst times teams will be forced to send two members into an elimination challenge, forced to leave with the person who lost. After boot camp, ten last winners took to the Sasui course to compete. Again, only American competitors were
exclusively broadcast, the rest happened later after the Sassoko competition. The most successful of the American rivals in the past, Lavey Mewanbarg, got out of the competition due to a broken cleft, which gave its place to Adam ATT. Five members failed in the first phase: Patrick Cosak
and former American Gladiator champion and gladiator Iain Rocket Daulalyard both fell new rolling Escargot and fell off Adam Tresdylal's giant swaying, a new change of jump execution, just a all-100 To do that throughout the tournament. Also, veteran Shane Danielwas once again finished
on the cargo net. In the second stage, four of the remaining five were cleaned, while The Balance tank fell on to The Treus, a barrier struggled during boot camp. Paul failed the Duorbanob Grasper in the third stage. Brent Stiffman made the final kalfinger before falling into the water. David
Cable, despite the fastest time of all rivals to compete (finish the second stage with 24-over seconds) as well as failed the final kalfinger. Brian Orosco fell into the barrier long ago, the rolyti cylinder, which was easily approved in the previous contest. While the $250,000 prize was asuamic,
Sasuki was the start of a successful exhibition by the collection of 26 American competitors. On july 31 st of the third season of the America's Nanja Yuvadka debate, G4, once 300 competitors on the Trevots in Venice Beach. Many top rivals including Lavey Muwanberg, The Rich King and
Luka Rosberg were absent, a talented crop of new rivals took their place including The Dinor Brons Wide roper Matt Willis, who ended the course but was not eligible for boot camp. Other noteworthy competitors who have failed to advance to boot camp are two-time Sassoki veteran Shane



Daniell, season two former soldiers Ian Rocket Deulallard, Adam Tresdelal, Adam Lawrence Te and Patrick Cosak, Tourore and David Money, and former World Franklin champion Tim Vaughan totop the first goal-off. Also, professional fare and survived: China contestant Michael Forsta
Zeronovo was classified into the top fifteen and invited to boot camp, but was injured and changed with fellow jump city: The competitive Jack Smith of Satal. Other competitors who are also in the top ranks from boot camp include Brian Orasco, Darissaal and David young Phillip Dea. The
competition level in the boot camp was significantly higher in the third season, as the competitor was only an attempt at every obstacle in challenges, resulting in a major increase in time penalty. Intelligent rivals Disten Roco, Rudooglass, Alan Konnaali, second-seed edifer, Andrey
Walczyusk and five-time Sassoky veteran Brian Orosco all saw their Sassoky dreams come to an end in boot camp. For Sassoko top class who by ten, nine easily cleared the first stage. The only concession was Darissawall, who injured his knee landing on the Alphapapi attack, and
despite a brave attempt at the fighter wall, put any weight on his leg and that he would not be available to Sasui that was described on Facebook. The top hope of the remaining nine took a big hit in the second stage, as five more were eliminated, including Dea on slider drop, Smith double
salon ladder, and Treus-Gours Rosen and The Vittres Treus And Brent Stiffman on metal spin. The remaining four rivals have made it into the third stage only out of the final kalfinger. Failed to make The Fourth Quarter of The Rinstratas while James McGrath and fan favorite Paul Kameer
failed to transfer to the fifth-quarter. The last contestant, David Cable made it through almost the entire obstacle but gave his grip on the final cuff out. Although no one has achieved the Swiss verification agreements of $500,000, the competitors in the Sassokoi 27 were by far the strongest
group to date. The final episode of the third season was broadcast on 27 August 2011 on THE NBC as a two-hour special. A fourth season of the program began on May 20, 2012 and was broadcast on G4 and NBC for Regonals and Championships and with the title $500,000 Grand Prize
and the famous American Nanja Warrior. The entire look was also changed- the regional qualifying competition was broadcast in different parts of the country and the Mt. Maduriyama course was made away only from the L.A. Vegas Strip for the national final. The regional qualifying
competition will narrow his selection to 30 maingies which ends his qualifying course in the fastest time and this myogi has eliminated the fastest run. Qualifying barriers will include general phase 1 barriers such as the Quantoplana steps and the fighter wall, but its materials will be changed
from city to city. The 30 myogis then cut in half in the regional final where the course would extend to include general stage 2 and stage 3 obstacles such as salon ladder, clafinger and body support. The 90 Myoges who qualify (including wild cards) received tickets to The Mt. Madorayama
Challenge to Lavegas. The show returned in the same form on July 1, 2013 for its fifth season. This season, if a contest were to finish the course, then this player would be guaranteed a place in the next round. The show again returned to BOTH THE NBC and Esquire with the same rules in
the previous seasons, on May 25 for its sixth season. THE SHOW HAS BEEN RENEWED BY THE NEW SHOW FOR ITS SEVENTH SEASON 2015 NOW WITH THE GRAND PRIZE $1,000,000. So far, it has been born, among other things, ma'abuta nagano, the first American to
complete the final clafinger (Brent Stiffman in 2012), to complete the first woman salon ladder (In 2014 Kacy Katanzaaaaaaaaaa, to complete the first female-gymming spider (Myagan Martin, Also in 2014), the first two Americans to win the total (Ishaq Kaldaaaaaor and Joseph on the same
night in the UK) and the first To complete phase 1 of the female Mt. Madorayama 2015 Was In Las Vegas (2016) Jesse Graphf, who also became the first woman to complete phase 2 of the original Mt. Sasuaki 34 during 2017 in Madorayama. [19]) The network has renewed the show for its
eighth season again with 2016 new Cities including Los Angeles and Oklahoma City. The network has renewed the show for its ninth season in 2017 in three new cities: San Antonio, Daytona Beach, and Cleveland. The show's tenth season began to air on May 30, 2018 with $10,000 bonus
essaying the returning cities and mega-fighter wall. The eleventh season began broadcast ing may 29, 2019 with two new cities (Tacoma and Sunsanati), the chance to pass between two fast-moving players in the electric tower Dundwiduq, and a new co-host, Zuiri Hall. Also, Drichsal
became the third person to win the season-end total. The United States vs Japan was started in 2014 in full details in the American Nanja Warire article, the first Sasuki based team competition, putting five Sasuki all-stars and new stars representing Japan represented by the United States
against five American Nanja Yadka stars representing the us a by that was done as the inaugural Sasuki/Nanja Yadka World Championship. The first meeting was at the Mt. Madorayama reconstruction in Vegas and was first broadcast on THE NEW DAY on THE NEW YEAR on THE NEW
YEAR, 13 January 2014 on THE NEW YEAR, with a second meeting already scheduled for the original MT. 2015 in Madorayama Aoba- In the first match in LaVegas, team Japan consisted of Sanasoko by Shango Yamoto, Yuuja Urushihara, Ryo Mataka, Hatosha Kankoi and Kazom from
Sasuki, while Team America consisted of American Nanja Yudka from Brent Stiffman, Paul Kasamir, James McGur, Treus Sagar Ass Rosen and Brian Arnold. The match consisted of four rounds each stage, each round with more than five one-on-one races and each running again to
decide the competition per stage. Step 1 was worth a point, with two points worth phase 2 and three worth step 3, with the tiebreaker being the last stage tower. Despite high experience with the Japanese and boasting of Padagres (no team was completed by a Member of the United States
in 3, either Yuko Haama or In Lavegas), the Americans won a brilliant 6-0 which includes a one-on-one race win against Arnold on stage 3 (mat against Arnold on Stage 3 Said.) American Nanja Yadka: Nanja vs. Nanja Basic Article: American Nanja Yadka: The Nineja vs. American Nanja
With the success of Yadka, Esquire said, on October 9, 2015, team Announced a spinner named Nanja Warirer. The spinner is consisting of 24 teams of three members, featuring past and current ANW myogifrom the first seven seasons and is unique to being a head-to-head event where
two teams or competitors run courses at the same time. The series started broadcasting on January 19, 2016 and has regularly hosted ANW-Eakbar Gbaja-Biamilla and Bondary reporter Alex Sallan with Matt Iseman. One edition of the format is the college obsession that features college
teams in a five-week competition, the second season with Debotang on November 22, 2016 And Gbaja-Biamila hosts and six contests as The Anw Weather As The Bondary Reporter Kacy Katanzaaaaaaa. America renewed the show for its second full season. In 2018, the network changed
the name of the show to American Nanja Yadka: Nanja vs. Nanja, With Iseman. And the hosts and the new teams as the salin for its third season. American Nanja Warreer Jr. main article: American Nanja Warreer Jr. on May 2, 2018, Universal Kids announced each other's sins with each
other, nanja vs. The name of The Nanja is American Nanja Yadka Jr. The span-off consists of 192 children in the Us as they compete to head into three different age-jackets: 9-10, 11-12, and 13-14 years of age. Each of the brakes will be virtualised by all star nanja leaders: Darischaal,
Barclay Stockkat, Kevin Bull, Natalie Durban, Naji Richardson and Miagan Martin. The series was joined by Olympic gold medalist son Ofa Laura Herandes as hosts October 13, 2018, Matt Iseman and Akbar Gbaja-Biamilla. The United Kingdom is broadcast in the UNITED KINGDOM on
the challenge to the Modified Nanja Yukka Association in the United States. The show has been re-modified to remove subtitles from footage of competitors participating in this phase, but retain them for contestinterviews. The Nanja Assassin and Yadka Wipeout parts remain, but the show
is just a break through an ad. The show was expressed by The St. Ahall for its first three series, was released between 2007 and 2008. In the fourth UK series, broadcast in 2011, Jim took as the voice of the North. The challenge has now removed Hall's comments from the first three serials,
after his imprisonment in June 2013, and re-gave them with new commentary from the North. As of July 2012, all American edited episodes, Sasuki had broadcast in the UK to cover all tournaments until 27. A new run of edited episodes in March 2016 was prepared to challenge in the UK,
to cover the sasuki growing tournament, once again expressed by the North. Another run of the new brand modified episodes was re-produced in the UK in June 2018, to cover the Sasuki tournament 31-34, also expressed by the North. Nanja Yudka UK Important Article: Nanja Yudka UK It
was announced december 22, 2014 that a similar british replacement of the American version, will be broadcast on Atto in 2015. The first series began on April 11, 2015. It is produced by Atto Studios Subordinate Company, Potato [20] and hosted by Ben Shephard, Rochell Humes and By
Kars Kamara. [21] The show has prepared the First Britain to win a recreation of the Mt. Maduarama course at the Manchester Central Convention Complex and a total victory in tim champion in 2019. Australia American Nanja Yadka and The Swiss Nanja Yadka are broadcasting in
Australia on THE TWO. Sports commentary and interviews with participants are subtitled in English, while introductions, player profiles, and replayed By a voice actor. Australian Nanja Yadka Important Article: On June 19, 2016, australian nanja yadka, nine network announced that it will be
produced by Australian Nanja Yadka, an Australian version of the show, Shine [22] and hosted by The Rabeka, Ben Fordaham and Freddy Flantoff. 23 24 In Bosnia, the program can be seen in Bosnia (Nindža Rat) every day from Monday to Friday at 18:20 (TC + 1) on the Life TV channel
and On The Mreža Plus Sendakated TV program. The Bulgarian bTV comedy is broadcast on The Weekend at 16:00 (TC + 2) at The Sation...in...theListoftheblogisa..themost important part of the blog is to be released on the bTV comedy. China began on Jiangsu TV 极限勇⼠ an
unlicensed Chinese edition (Sasukai: X Warrior), June 9, 2015. The show consists of courses based directly on american nanja yudka 6 and after similar structure, the version is unofficial and is not directly related to Sasuky. The Chinese edition consists of four international events, the
Chinese team playing head-to-head matches against Myogifrom the Netherlands, the remarkable Myogifrom the UNITED KINGDOM, Singapore and the American Nanja Yukka. Columbia this program is broadcast in Colombia on Saturdays and Sundays at 3:00 pm, and a version of
American Nanja Yudka (as goraro nanja amracano) is broadcast on the Canal Saturday and Sunday at 4:00 pm. Croatia This program can be done on Nova TV as more than one from Nanja Raati (Nanja Yadkas) to Monday to Friday 09:45 (THC + 1) and 17:15 (TC + 1 ) By tradition The
Jurkotić and Mario Lipovšek Baatafia's Czech Republic program is broadcast in the Czech Republic as The Primea Download As Nanja (Nanja Factor). Episodes are 50 minutes long and divided into two parts. Estonia This program was broadcast in Estonia as The Ninjasacudalene (Nanja
Yadka) TV6 channel every Saturday and Sunday until 19:00 pm 20.00 pm. The running time was 30 minutes per episode. France in 2016, Nanja Yadka on the opening season TF1 of France, with The Maduarama located in The Ear. The show is titled Nanja Yuvadka-Le Parkurs des Hex.
[NB 1] Obstacle course itself is called Le Khiman des Héros. 26 [27] Germany Important Article: The Nanja Yudka version of the Nanja Yudka Germany programme was broadcast in Germany on RTL II and DSF for the first time in 2009/2010. A German version titled Nanja Yudka Germany
was broadcast by RTL in July 2016. The program in Greece can be seen in Greece as Sasokey on the Skai TV network every week at 16:00 (TC + 2). The show is expressed by Akandinas Gkakas and Konstas Papagiorawa. The original Japanese version of Indonesia was first broadcast in
Indonesia in the beginning of 2007-2008. The show is given in Indonesia and is broadcast by TPI (now known as Mancto). In 2015, Sasuki Nanja Yudka was broadcast on an Indonesian version called Indonesia (or Nanja Yudka Indonesia) The Nanja Warire version of the Italy program is
broadcast on GXT or gxt + 1 in Italy. The Italian version includes The Nanja Assassin and Yudka Wipeout. In October 2016, Italy developed a local version of The Nanja Yudka Italy in which NOVE was moved and presented by Fedreco Russia, Carolina, Carolina and Gabareilly Corsi. The
Lattoya program is broadcast every day from Tuesday to Friday at 13:00 local time (UTC + 3-summer time) in Lattoya. Every day at 20.00 pm on The Limk. Lithuania Kavoteojas on TV6 Nindzė. The Malaysia program is broadcast in Malaysia on TV9 as Disney XD and Nanja Yadka. In 2011
Malaysia won a qualifying for Sasui 27, which Farid won. In 2014, Malaysia managed the Sasui ASIAN Open Cup, a tournament held in Malaysia competed to head the heads of various countries. Team USA was represented by David Cable, dyed to Brian Cretsch, Rayan Stratas, Mike
Bernardo, and Drichsall and won gold. Team Japan was represented by Shango Yamoto, Yoshiko Imrimoto, Kazoom Asa, Hatosha Kanno and Kanji Takahashi and Silver. Team Malaysia won the bronze medal with their team captain. There were three stages and the tournament went on
for two days. In addition, Drichsal took the first place in three stages, which gave him a place in 30 Sasukey. The program in Mexico is broadcast in Mexico on Aztii7, Goraro Monday to Thursday at 8:30 pm. This program in the Middle East can be seen in the Middle East as per Monday
(20:00 Mecca local time/17:00 THC/12:00 EST). The entire program is given in Arabic. The Russian program is broadcast daily at 16:10 in Russia as The Path of The News. Serbia can be seen in Serbia such as Nindža Raitrichard (Nanja Yukdkas) every day from Monday to Friday at 19:00
(THC + 1) B92 (from 13 August 2012), tradition by Igor Brakaus and Vladimir Dareordarević. This program was already seen on Fox TV (now Prva TV), tradition by Ivan Tešanović and Mejan Malićević. The program in Singapore is an unmodified version of broadcast-nanja yudka, being
white instead of yellow with the discount of subtitles. The program will be broadcast on MediaCorp Channel 5 every Wednesday at 20:00 (TC + 8) and will screen two episodes to return. Later moved to Thursday at 20:30 (TC + 8), broadcasting a percone. The run of the show is over with the
17th contest of the Sassoohi series. The show december 23, 2009, broadcast son Wednesday at 20:00, has been shown at two episodes, three episodes, or an event at different times. The run of the show is over with the 24th run. Singapore has broadcast its edition of Sasui after the
National Day parade, 9. 8:10 pm on 2012. The broadcast started on August 15, 2012, and Sasui is her winner of going to Japan to take on the course. 1 22 year old was won by the Sif's new officer, Isaiahow Jayaji. He put 9th in the first leg but beat the 21-year-old N-Student, climbing into
the second stage to win the Jenson Button Ngoh by 0.1 seconds in the 20m of the season. Season 2 started with a new twist in its first installment: five Singapore Claimed Olympics with five Malaysia stakers; Whichever country will win the first three points. Finally team Singapore defeated
Team Malaysia with a score of 3-2. For the contest, a 26-year-old gymnostox trainer striped out the other 12 claims for the season with a time of 23.9 seconds, just about 2.4 seconds shy of hit Isaiah. He supported him with Isaiah to Japan. However, in a turn of events, the production staff
gave Alan Zhang good luck in permitting him to participate. The series ended in its 13th and final installment and isaia maduadaya, how to conquer the course of the hurdle in Japan and Alan Zhang. Both fell out in the fourth barrier (at the hanging sky) and the third barrier (the sping bridge)
at 1st stage, in the meantime, In Poland, the program can be seen in Poland as it is on the uto. The Romanian program atak Sport.ro as the New Year's Name (when the Najais attack). The show is hosted by two color observers. The Slovakia Republic is on this program along with the
Nanja in addition to the SlovakiaNrepublic (The Nanja Factor). South Africa is the Sony Max Channel version of Nanja Yudka, with the Nienja Killer and Yudka Wipeout parts. Thailand The program is broadcast in Thailand on Mournini TV as Nanja Yadka on Tuesday 8:35 pm. The nanja
yudka version of the program in Turkey is broadcast in Turkey on Fox TV by Hiçer and Hopedadak Ayhan. A Turkish version titled Nanja Yudka Türkiye was broadcast by TV8 (2014-2015). Ukraine in Ukraine, is broadcast by Sasuki Channel Mega (the same channel that broadcasts the
incredible Banzuke), under the name Matosi.com(Yapona-Mat', Japan-Mother). Vietnam vietnamese version, Sasuky Việt Name: Không Giới Hạn (Sasuky Vietnam: Unlimited), started VTV3 top 1 on air in 2015. Sasui vietnam season began to air on June 18, 2015. Step 1 was a distribution
course that shared the first two obstacles (long jump, login capture), but then divided into step 1A and step 1A. The obstacles on each side were different, and the top 20 fastest times on each side were at stage 2. In phase 2, the common sassocci barriers (salon staircase, double fighter
wall) were published, and the opponent had 100 seconds to clear this stage. Only eight competitors made it into stage 3, which features the normal phase 3 obstacles: Pole Labyrinth, Katai Bridge, Nand, Spider Flip, Kalfanger, and Pipe Slider. All competitors failed on Stage 3, with Le Van
Thhook making it runaway (failed On the platform from pipe slider). Sasuky started broadcasting above Vietnam on May 2, 2016. Step 1 again added a distribution course but this year, the first two hurdles were quad steps and log grip. Viking Show in related events: The ultimate obstacle
course is on ESPN2 and it is also produced for Monster9 [from] TV. Many of Sasui's competitors also compete in the Viking competition. Sasuki executive producer Ushiguchi [in] co-produced muscle music [J], A live athletic and comic performance is the speciality of several remarkable
Sasuki and Konwacha rivals, who have included Ayaka Mayaka, Nunaskey Akitana, Siaka Moveri, TerukazulAshikawa, and Nakata Tachikawa, as well as other Japanese players and entertainers. Its popularity in Japan and its growing popularity in the United States are the result of long-
term hotels and a lot of boxing in L.A. The Tub every January also inspired the Pro Player No.1 competition produced by Monster9. There is an Olympics on Sasui which many have participated in this competition. On Odeba Island, Monster9 has built an indoor theme park based on events
in muscle park, sasukey and other muscle ranking programs. Some of the leading Sasuski participants, such as Katsumi Sahib, have made living appearances there. Sassoki champion Macota Naagno was honoured at a celebration where he participated in the ribbon cutting. [29] Since
April 2007, Monster9 has released episodes of Muscle Channel, [30] is a show to promote muscle parks, muscle music, and sassooki-related people and events. Muscle channel is usually hosted by Harumacha Sato on BS-I from 8:00 to 9:53 jST. Past guests include Katsumi Sahib [31] and
Shonsoki Nagosaski. [32] See Wikimedia Al-Aam also sasoki related media (Nanja Yadka). Canio (As The Incredible Banke) Conwacha (version of Women's Sasukey) Viking: Final Obstacle Course Sarutobi Sasukey Notice ^ 2005. Tbs.co.jp. Recovery 12, 2011. ^ G.M. Great American
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